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THE BRITISH WOMEN'S GASHERBRUM II
EXPEDITION, 1989
Rhona Lampard

The expedition's objective was to climb Gasherbrum II, at 8035m high the world's
14th highest mountain. Ours was the first all-women's team from Britain to attempt a
peak over 8,000m. The team was as follows: Rhona Lampard, Geraldine Westrupp,
Kathy Bainbridge, Becky Thorp, Sally Churcher, Brede Arkless, Sue Harland, and
Wanda Rutkiewicz.
Geraldine, Kathy and I arrived in Islamabad on the 3rd May, only to find that the
Eid holiday, the Moslem equivalent of Christmas, was about to start, and that all
official departments would close for 4 or 5 days. This did, however, give us an excuse
for a bit of a rest after the month of organising in Britain before getting stuck into the
Pakistani formalities. We happily passed the time drinking beer, and eating cheese
toasties by the Embassy club pool. Sally arrived from Nepal, and she and Kathy went to
visit a friend whilst Geraldine and I went shopping and visited the old hill station of
Murree.
The rest of the team arrived six days later, and Becky and Brede were immediately
struck down by the dreaded diarrhoea. This was the first of several misfortunes for
Becky, who seemed to be the victim of anything going. She was sitting in a room in
Skardu when baby mice started dropping out of a hole in the ceiling on to her head; she
was the only one to have fleas in her sleeping bag; she caught a cold on the walk-in and
had very bad sunburn at base camp, constant diarrhoea, etc. Yet despite all these
setbacks she made it to camp 3.
Completing the necessary formalities in Pakistan is rather like a treasure hunt. You
rush round Islamabad and 'Pindi in taxis collecting pieces of paper with the correct
stamps on them, to be rewarded with such prizes as "Collecting gear from customs"
and eventually "Briefing at the Ministry of Tourism", which means that you have won
and can leave for the mountains.
Despite the Eid holiday, we managed to do this in 10 days with only two problems:
our Epigas had still not been cleared from customs, despite being sent with all the
relevant documents well in advance, and Wanda was having a dispute with the
ministry over her permission to join us. We were getting impatient to be off, so we left
Geraldine, Sue and Wanda behind, and, as expected, in time everything was resolved.
Islamabad to Skardu - almost 800km on the infamous Karakoram Highway. The
road had been closed for the previous week as heavy rains had caused many landslides.
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The condition of the road was much worse than it had been two years previously. We
had an easy journey compared to Geraldine and Sue, who travelled in a very crowded
bus to Gilgit, and then by jeep to Skardu, since the road had deteriorated again, and
buses were not getting through.

The walk-in
Eventually all the final shopping was done and porters hired. We started off with
85, and reached base with 65, most being paid off at Paju or Urdukas. We started
walking 5km past Dassu, at Aligon, which has changed in 3 years from being a quiet
oasis of green fields to a bustling little hamlet. Jeeps piled high with expedition gear are
coming and going, there are a couple of shops doing a good trade in mango juice, and
even a "hotel".
Thirty years ago we would have had to start walking in Skardu, 50 miles back. Now
the new jeep track creeps slowly forwards, from Aligon, and we are told that the
eventual roadhead is to be Paju and not Askole as was originally intended. I have mixed
feelings about the track. Of course it will alter the way of life in villages it passes
through, but do we have a right to stop progress?Why shouldn't people here have
access to improved communications and all the changes these bring? However Askole
is the last village, and to attempt the construction of a road to Paju would be purely for
the purpose of tourism. It seems an impossible task though, and I can only hope that the
government decides it does not justify the investment which would be necessary.
We completed the walk-in in 11 days, with one rest day at Paju. We had no
problems at all with porters, no strikes or claims for extra pay. It probably helped
having the well-respected Rozi Ali as cook; Ibrahim, our sirdar was also very popular
with the porters, and Voqar, our Liaison Officer got on well with everyone too.
For those of us not suffering from diarrhoea, the walk-in was a real pleasure. The
weather was beautifully clear, but not unbearably hot. We had fantastic views all the
way up the Baltoro: Trango Tower, Mustagh Tower, Cathedral, K2, Broad Peak
Chogolisa, and lots more. The good weather was to break shortly after our arrival at
base camp, and was the last settled spell we had all summer.
The long walk-in and gradual ascent were ideal for acclimatization. Several of us
had more than their fair share of suffering on the way in but by the time we arrived at
base we were all in pretty good shape. Base camp was on the Duke of Abruzzi glacier,
at 5250m.

The climb
Our route was the SW ridge, the Austrian route, first climbed in 1956. It has had
several ascents since then, the first British ascent being in 1987 by a joint British/New
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Zealand team. A Japanese women's team reached the summit in 1988, using high
altitude porters and bottled oxygen. In fact, Ibrahim, our sirdar, had been to the summit
with them.
We chose not to use high-altitude porters or oxygen, though we did have a small
cylinder for medical purposes (thankfully it was not needed). We did use fixed rope.
We had taken 1,000m of yachting rope, though we lost 400m of this when a tent was
avalanched. On the route at the same time as us was an American team, led by Mike
Covington; they had brought 500m of rope and we shared the fixing with them.
We had four days of beautiful sunny weather when we arrived at base, the end of
the good spell from the walk-in. A Swiss team was already on the mountain when we
arrived, and they reached the summit on 31 st May. They were a small team of four, and
had made a very swift ascent, reaching the summit only 12 days after arriving at base.
They were, however, not very encouraging, telling us how dangerous the glacier was,
and what terrible condition the mountain was in - we would soon find that out for
ourselves.
Our first problem was to find a way through the ice-fall. We followed the Swiss
route initially, but it was very badly crevassed and getting worse daily, and was also
threatened by avalanches coming off Gasherbrums V and VI. We devised a slightly
longer but safer route, which involved crossing one wide crevasse, across which we
put a safety rope. This route still passed rather close to the foot of G.V at one point,
though we we thought we were well out of the way of avalanches. We were to find out
otherwise.
On the 9th June a tent we were using as a gear dump was buried by an enormous
avalanche caused by a serac coming off G.V. Inside was 400m of rope, gas, a lot of hill
rations, personal gear and stoves. Everything was replaceable, though we did have to
ration gas somewhat. We made avalanche probes, intending to try to dig the gear out,
but it snowed heavily for the next week, and afterwards never really settled enough for
us to want to spend any time under that face - tempting fate!
Camp 1 was situated on the E. Gasherbrum Glacier, about 4km from base. Once
through the ice-fall it was a fairly gradual ascent. We had taken skis lo use on this
section, but decided they were not worth the effort. This was partly due to our
inexperience at ski-ing roped-up, and partly due to the snow conditions.
It took between 5 l/2 and 11 hours to get from base to camp 1, depending on the
amount of new snow (it snowed a lot, and we had to constantly break trail). To enable
us to get back through the ice-fall in safety we established a temporary Advanced base
camp, part way to camp 1, ferrying loads between here and camp 1, disbanding it when
camp 1 was fully stocked.
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The route from camp 1 to camp 2 takes the banana arete; we fixed rope from the
foot of the banana up to 7000m, and also used a further 300m we found leading up to
camp 3. This had presumably been left by a previous expedition. We established camp
2 on 25th June, and the following day carried loads to 7000m. The American team
established their camp 3 here; we put ours on the next shoulder, though Kath, Sally and
Becky did use an American tent when descending.
Whilst establishing camp 1 we had worked in various combinations, but after this
split into two teams: Rhona, Kath, Geraldine, and Wanda; Becky, Sally and Brede. By
26th June we were at last in a position to make a summit attempt, but returned to base
for a rest, only to be stranded there for 12 days.
The weather up to this point had been rather unsettled, with snow most days, but it
had been all right to get established on the mountain. Now it just seemed to get worse
and worse. During this time the Americans had stayed up to make a summit attempt, as
they had to leave by 5th July; they got to about 7,600m but were beaten by the weather.
At last, on the evening of the 6th, it cleared, and the next morning we set off. It took
11 hours to get to camp 1. Kath, Geraldine,Wanda and I had a rest day, whilst the others
set about digging out the ropes on the banana.
On the 10th, camp 3 was established at 7500m and Kath and I had a rest day here.
Geraldine decided to go down, as she was suffering from the altitude; Wanda
accompanied her to 7000m, and Sally came up to meet her from camp 2. Wanda
returned to camp 3 while Geraldine and Sally descended to camp 2. Brede decided to
go back to base, as she too was unwell.
On the 12th July Kath, Wanda and I set out for the summit at 5.15 am. Progress was
slow, as we were breaking trail through soft snow. The ground across the foot of the
rock pyramid was not steep, but there was a steepening as the top was approached, with
a 30m knife edge ridge leading on to the summit itself. Kath turned back at around
7700m, and Wanda and I reached the top at 4.15pm. The views were absolutely
breathtaking, and the feeling of relief tremendous. We stayed on the summit for 45
minutes, and Wanda shot some film. I could hardly believe it when she asked me to
descend 10m and come up to the summit again so she could film it! I had forgotten to
bring a flag, it was still in Kathy 's rucksack, so we left a Pakistani one that Wanda had,
and wrote our names on it.
The wind was strengthening and the sun setting, so we had to head down. Kathy
was waiting for us at Camp 3; it was good to see her and have someone to brew up for
us, but it was not until we were back at camp 1 that we could really start to relax.
Kathy decided to stay up and try again for the summit with Becky and Sally, who
were ascending to camp 3 as we went down next day. A strong wind had started to blow
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by this time, and by the following day it was obvious that the good spell had ended and
the party was forced to descend. We waited at camp 1 for them (where Geraldine fed us
magnificently) and we all reached base together on 16th July.
A Basque team had arrived at base on 5th July, and taking advantage of the good
weather and fixed ropes, three of them reached the summit on 13th. One died the same
day, whilst descending from the summit to camp 3, and another had to be helicoptered
from base back to Skardu with frostbitten toes. One of the Swiss team earlier had
suffered frostbite too. On the 12th July two Japanese and a Nepalese on an
international expedition reached the summit of G.I. Tragically, the young Nepalese
slipped and died descending from the summit. A Korean team on G.II failed to make
the top despite much hard work.
A dangerous game, but an experience none of us would have missed.

Gasherbrum IIfrom Camp 1

10
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BACKPACKING IN TIBET
Jay Turner

The principal and overriding criteria for determining the venue of Annabclle's and
Sheila's mountain trek for Summer 1987, had to be the absence of other western
travellers. Research was directed towards recently opened Tibet, and study of the
atlases revealed a major range, less than 100 miles north of Lhasa called the
Nyanchentangla Shan. Heinrich Harrer in Seven years in Tibet gave a particularly
graphic description of his crossing of the range by the 19,000ft Goring La. The team
comprised Annabelle Barker, Sheila Cormack, Margaret Clennett and me, and it
became our ambition to find and go over this pass and on to a great inland sea, the Nam
Tso.
The first hurdle in the trip was self-imposed, since we chose to fly to Kathmandu
and travel overland the 500 miles to Lhasa, acclimatising as we went, rather than take a
plane straight into Lhasa. A week before departure a foreign news item in the
'Independent', caught my eye "border between Nepal and Tibet washed away. . .
hundreds killed". We panicked momentarily, but then recalled that most Himalayan
journeys feature sections of impassable road. The damage was spectacular, but only
delayed us a day as stranded vehicles plied back and forth on the intact sections.
Getting yuan out of the Zhangmu Bank of China at the border was more of a problem
and delayed us another half day.
The following morning we crossed the last landslide on the border road and had to
decide how to get ourselves to Lhasa. The options are, in order of comfort; land cruiser,
tour bus, public bus, back of a lorry. Versions of all four were lined up, but with no
indication of the whereabouts of the drivers, likely departure dates (let alone times), or
availability to the independent traveller. Suddenly it was obvious that a lorry was about
to go; we leapt on and began what became a two-day battle for the possession of our
own two feet. It was an experience not regretted, but we booked a land cruiser for the
return trip! The main disappointment of the journey was the continuing presence of the
monsoon, obscuring possible vistas of the Himalayas.
The lorry took us to Shigatse, Tibet's second city, in two days. Here we had to wait
36 hours for a bus; but the final day of the journey to Lhasa, over two more high passes,
past immense glaciers and along the shores of the lake Yamdrok Tso, was the most
scenic.
It took two days to do our business in Lhasa before we could catch the Golmud bus
for the first leg of its journey to Yangbajing, at the foot of the Nyanchentangla range.
Our mistake here was to allow the sacs to be covered, netted and firmly tied to the bus
roof. The driver reluctantly stopped the bus but gave no assistance in extricating our
11
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belongings. As the bus pulled away, a couple of old men bent under their loads passed
by, and they were able to point out the valley leading up to the Goring La a few miles
away across the plain. Taking a gamble that there would be a village at the entrance to
the valley, and only just managing to carry our loads, we set off over rough boggy
ground. The first of many rivers was crossed with the aid of a third leg apiece, our ski
sticks, and a rest was soon required. Now we could definitely see low village buildings
ahead, eventually we staggered over and dropped our sacs outside. Soon we found
ourselves sitting in a dark smoky interior supping our first taste of Tibetan salt butter
tea and sampling tsampa and cheese curds. Slowly, we got across our request for
ponies and men to take us up to the Goring La. Our hosts responded first with
gesticulations of the dangers facing us on the pass, rocks and snow falling, bodies
tumbling down the mountain, but when they realised our intentions were serious, two
men agreed to accompany us for four days. Bargaining of a one (their) sided sort
followed over the rates of pay and we settled for 25 yuan (RMB) (£2.50) a day, hiring
three horses and two men.
Apart from the obvious benefits of ponies to carry our loads for the first few days
uphill, the other valuable advantage of the present arrangement was being guided to the
Goring La, We had three Tibetan maps ranging in scale from 1 - 2,000,000:1, none
even marked our pass, let alone having sufficient detail to be able to find the pass which
it soon transpired was not simply at the head of the obvious valley. On the third day of
the walk we turned up a side valley which opened into a large basin surrounded by
wide descending glaciers, shrouded in mist. With no guidance it would have been very
difficult to know the right direction. Admittedly, for most of the way we had been
following a good path and even on the ice, the route was marked by periodic yak dung
droppings, but paths also led in other directions. On the three day ascent we met no
other parties, but later, on the far side of the col, we were passed by one large nomadic
flock heading for the Goring La. It was obviously still a much frequented trade route; it
has been quoted as the highest pass in the world to be regularly used throughout the
year. This is mainly due to the incredibly high snow line in Tibet. The Goring La is
5,800m high, but in August even the surrounding peaks of 6,500m had no snow on
them other than the dry glaciers. By mid-day on the third day, we were standing on the
pass. The ponies had not been able to manage the last hundred metres, however the
men carried our loads up to the cairns and prayer flags. They explained the details of
the descent route and emphasised they we should go around the far (north) of the Nam
Tso, rather than the (south) coastline between the lake and the mountains, even though
the distance this way was less than half as far. Nomads and villagers later on gave the
same advice, we assumed this must be because of difficult river crossings from the
high mountain glaciers, but it would be interesting to know for sure, since none are
marked on the map or visible on the Landsat pictures.

12
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We now had to manage our loads alone; we had 12 days food but very little
mountaineering gear; we had not even needed the one ice axe or the 7mm rope for river
crossings and crevasses. We also each had a ski stick. The first afternoon with the loads
we camped as soon as possible, an idyllic site just below glacier level by a sparkling
side stream and with blue Himalayan poppies flowering close by.
The next morning we developed a routine that was to continue for the entire trek exactly half an hour walking (for the front person) followed by a short halt. I f you were
in front in a day dream and forgot to stop, within a minute there would be an urgent call
from behind: "time's up". It was imperative for us all to stop together because the sacs
were so heavy that only I could load myself up. (My sore shoulder ligament is now
attributed to this stubbornness!) If anyone needed an emergency loo stop a volunteer
had to also halt to do the reloading. The length of the halts was never exactly specified
but definitely grew as the day lengthened; the last few late afternoon stops usually saw
the entire team laid out flat on the ground in an attempt to alleviate aching thigh
muscles and backs. The actual length of each day was open ended, since it depended on
finding a water supply to camp by. This was a constant worry, as there were often only
one or two streams a day. If we came across one after four o' clock, it was an excellent
excuse for an early stop though sometimes it was not until after seven o' clock that we
reached water. On just one day there was no stream at the end of the walk, luckily that
was the only day during which we walked along the shore of the Nam itself. We sat
resting, looking over the lake in the brilliantly clear evening light and Annabelle said
"let's just check that it is really a salt lake". After a tentative sip, four relieved
Pinnaclers pitched tents and drank brackish tea, followed by salty soup, but the
macaroni tasted fine and there were no after effects.
It took us five days to walk from the top of the pass to the north west corner of the
lake. We had hoped than once down at lake level, we would be able to repeat our
previous success in obtaining transport, and confidently looked forward to arriving at
the first lakeside nomad encampment. At the first camp, our requests met with smiles,
offers of salt tea (we reciprocated with nuts and raisins) but no offers of assistance with
load carrying. It was difficult to be sure that our intentions had been clearly
understood. Did people perhaps think we wanted to buy the animals shown in our
pictures? Our phonetic Tibetan from the phrase book aroused only blank faces and
sometimes giggles. We fared no better at the next couple of places despite using a
variety of tactics and gestures, and didn't try again after the village at the following
night's camp, a day and a half after coming to the lake plains.
The next hope was focussed on the road shown on two of the maps. For a day, we
looked across over the lake and at the northern shore supposedly traversed by the road;
through the binoculars we debated the presence of a village, but could see no sign at all
of a road. It was a gloomy damp day as we tramped through tiring soft sandy earth and
bogs around round the inlet at the north-west corner of the lake then miraculously
13
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spirits were lifted, as we saw not exactly what we would call a road, but definite
vehicular tracks.
A lunch break huddled underneath Goretex hoods and a further reassessment of our
situation. Did the tyre tracks look recent, when would the first vehicle come, how many
in a day or a week? None passed all afternoon. Soon it was getting late and we began to
go through the almost daily routine of contemplating a night without water. Then, in
the distance, we saw a flock of sheep which appeared to be stationary. A nomad village
is the best sign for water, but the presence of a flock is always a hopeful indicator,
animals must drink at some time. The team sat down on the dry river bed which the
road was following and I set off towards the animals. There was a little stream, 10
minutes away, but that was a night we nearly did not have water. Just after supper the
stream, presumably fed by the day's rain, dried up again leaving only a few stagnant
pools. We filled the billies for breakfast in case even the pools were gone by morning.
Suddenly the peace of the Tibetan twilight was broken by a yell of "lorry". We sat there
watching, powerless to take any action, as the first lorry disappeared into the distance
about half a mile away. We resolved to always camp on the roadside in future.
Next day we continued though dry grassland country over low passes, gaining a
final glimpse of the Nam Tso before the road turned in a northwards loop. It was lunch
time when the next lorry passed. We waved desperately and stood in the road; it simply
drove off the road around us and was gone. Though the lorry was heavily laden, we
were disturbed at the unfriendliness; if one of us had been badly injured, how could we
have got it to stop?
Over the next pass, we came in sight of the first permanent brick or stone built
village for over a week. It was on the shores of another lake. Our maps showed one lake
about halfway along this northern section of the walk, and the debate that day centred
on whether we really were by the halfway lake, or not so far along our way, at an
unmarked lake. (It proved to be the latter.)
For the following two days the lorry situation was quiet. We passed a couple of
stationary vehicles, but they always seemed to be heading in the opposite direction.
One was part of a very strange scene, a mobile monastery. We came down to a village
in torrential rain and we were given shelter in a highly decorated tent similar to the
awnings that hang over Tibetan monastery windows. Most of the local population was
crammed inside taking part in Bhuddist chanting. We felt our presence was causing a
distraction and so moved into the adjacent tent where the inevitable salt tea was being
served. In the style of all nomad tents, there was an open dung fire in the middle, kept
going by a bellows bag; when in use it produced unbearable quantities of smoke which
seemed to go everywhere except up through the slit in the tent roof. Eventually we
found ourselves sufficiently rested, refreshed and warmed to be able to face continuing
our journey. The rain stopped soon after we set off up another hill and the skies
14
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remained clear until at least an hour after we reached our next camp site. By now,
permanent villages were more frequent and water much less of a problem. That
evening at just the right time, we came across an ideal site between the road and a river.
In the morning the first vehicle actually travelling in the opposite direction passed
us. We came slowly down to a village where we saw the first sign of Chinese influence.
There was a walled-in modern compound, several stationary lorries and a number of
non-Tibetan looking people, who provided guidance on which direction we should
take. There was the possibility of a junction here and we were well aware of the clanger
of taking a false trail and wasting precious hours or even days.
We still had no very precise idea of our location and therefore how far we still had
to travel to reach the main road at Damxung. In order to return to Lhasa for our
pre-booked land cruiser back to the Nepal border, to catch the plane from Kathmandu,
we had to keep to the pre-planned timetable. We frequently wondered whether we had
got enough days left to walk the whole way round, since it looked increasingly unlikely
that there would be any mechanical assistance. We were already walking as far and as
fast every day as possible, even dumping all superfluous loads would not have helped a
great deal. Strangely, the packs did not feel appreciably lighter than they had on that
first day of the carry down from the Goring La. By mid-afternoon, I was still finding it
necessary to spend ten minutes flat out on my back and it was well into the night before
my thigh muscles ceased aching each day. The camps that were least restful were those
where we had little choice but to put our tents in close proximity to a local village or
encampment. Tonight, it was nomad tents again and their occupants sat around
admiring our western tents for many hours, making it more difficult to relax and
prepare for the next day. Nevertheless, the contact with local inhabitants is an integral
part of any journey and we would very much liked to have been able to talk with these
people.
The next day was one of extreme contrasts in emotion. All morning, the distant
sound of lorry noises echoed around the plains and hills; it was hard to distinguish real
from imaginary. A vehicle was visiting villages, most of which lay off the line of our
route. Every few minutes an anxious head would turn around to scan the landscape, at
each halt Margarets binoculars were more than usually in demand. The great worry
was that a lorry would rejoin the road ahead of us and we would miss only the third
chance of a ride. Expectations increased as we passed a junction to another village. Not
long afterwards, heart rates increased, a lorry was actually coming up behind us. Three
minutes later, an angry depressed team berated unfriendly Tibetans as we watched an
empty lorry disappear into the distance. Transport disappointments continued. At the
next village a vehicle was standing stationary on the road, we duly turned aside to
check it out. It too was heading in the wrong direction. Spirits were raised a little by hot
lunch-time drinks from the village, but it was a despondent group that watched as the
third vehicle of the day came into sight. It was not even a lorry; a Chinese jeep would
15
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never stop. The the miracle happened, four people were already inside, but from the
language we could only assume that these Chinese were prepared to squeeze us and the
sacs into the jeep. We piled in, hardly believing that five days after coming to the road
we were at last taking proper advantage of it. Ten minutes later, one of the Chinese was
dropped off and we were luckily able to grasp that if we paid the driver 20 RMBs he
would take us further on. That ride saved the day; it took up approximately 15 minutes
(a good day's walk) up over the pass and down to the eastern shores of the Nam Tso.
There again was the Nyanchentangla range beyond the glistening waters. Somewhere
ahead lay the Largeh La, and our route, perhaps only two days march remaining.
We had hoped for a clear day before we left the Nam Tso area. It would have been
interesting to see the Nyanchentangla Feng from the east, but no luck. The sight of this
towering mountain was the most impressive view of the whole trip. We first saw it
rising head and shoulders above the range when we came down to the Nam Tso from
the Goring La. It was never completely free of cloud, but enough was visible to
demonstrate it as a most compelling mountain. We have yet to find out if the Chinese
have climbed the peak. The problem in climbing the mountain may be identifying the
time of year when the weather would be most appropriate and knowing the direction
from which to approach it.
The next morning was again cloudy and the snow level had dropped overnight
almost to lake level. Not until after lunch did we finally leave the plain and begin
climbing up the last pass. We were nearly at the top before we saw any vehicle drive
through, the road was so incredibly muddy we had begun to wonder whether it was still
passable. A lorry came churning over from Damxung followed by a bicycle, and then a
man on horse-back trotted down. At the top of the pass, a road gang was in operation.
Their stone supplies came, we discovered, from halfway down the pass on the south
side and their tractor was to be our second ride. I made the mistake of not providing
myself with a seat on the trailer and was exceedingly glad for once that I have a well
padded backside, but was nevertheless feeling the bruises for several days afterwards.
We walked on down the valley towards the Damxung plain for another hour or so
before finding a flat dry camp site. For the first time since descending from the Goring
La, we had the comfort of following a stream. It was the desire for a good campsite
rather than water itself which concerned us that last night of the trek. The one
remaining tin of sardines was stretched between the four of us, a single fish each.
On our last morning, we passed the first and only group of fellow westerners, a
large French party followed by a huge team of loaded yaks and goats. We were spared
the final six miles walk; for the first time since our jeep, a lorry came trundling up
behind us and willingly stopped. It contained the only sign we saw of fishing on the
Nam Tso - two tin boats and some nets and buoys.
In Damxung our timing was perfect, a final fateful touch to a holiday where, so
many times, things had turned out right in time. The daily Golmud to Lhasa bus was
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running late and rolled into town for its lunch break shortly after us, and we negotiated
seats on the floor. We arrived back in Lhasa almost to the precise hour we had planned,
after a walk of two weeks with no good maps or indication of distance. The terrain
itself had been easy, but perhaps the walk had other challenges to make up. I think
retrospectively we all felt it was worthwhile, though at times had wished ourselves
many thousands of miles away.
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POTTERING IN NEVADA
Gwen Moffal
June in the Great Basin: 45° at noon and no water in Sevier Lake, only the crusted
salt livid against a black sky rent by lightening. The desert was a silent film through
which a white Bronco (my Ivory Power) drifted quiet as a moth.
East of Skull Rock Pass I left the road and nosed the truck into a tight canyon to
camp on the sand. There were conifers higher up, a dry watercourse in the bottom. I had
become accustomed to drought, to carrying my own water supply, so it was the more
astonishing to see next morning, when I topped the pass at Skull Rock, that beyond the
next desert was a big range plastered with snow.
I had come here to sample America's latest national park: Great Basin N.P., which
covers the South Snake Range on the eastern border of Nevada. The highest point is
Wheeler Peak, 13,063 feet: not a climber's mountain but this morning it looked as if I
might need an axe except that, exposed to the sun of high summer, all that snow would
be saturated by the time I reached it. I should have brought wellies.
At 13,000 feet even a walker's mountain demands a reconnaissance, a day's
sniffing round its fringes, so I camped at 10,000 feet, among aspens and snow drifts,
and I walked into the conies under the summit: sensational alpine cirques with blue
tarns at the tree-line reminiscent of the Wind Rivers in Wyoming. Tall magenta
primulas and shooting stars were reflected in crystal creeks and, rooted in the boulder
fields, bristle-cones, the oldest trees in the world, survived against all odds.
There is a great black cliff under Wheeler, and a slender needle across the
amphitheatre, but the needle is merely the end of a reef and the basin is all chunk scree.
The rock is abominable. A gully has been climbed, and a line at the side of the cliff, but
in 1989 the face was virgin; it had been attempted once and abandoned by way of a
traverse. Wheeler is for walking.
Next morning, kitted up but not otherwise prepared, I emerged on a ridge over a
thousand feet below the summit and had a moment to note the cushion alpines before I
was pounced on and savaged by a manic wind. I found my way upwards for a thousand
feet or so, reaching the snow but finding it no problem. Although wet it was shallow.
But the wind was so fierce there was gravel in the air. After I'd been knocked over a
second time I decided to retreat.
A girl came up and passed me without being able to say much. I lay down behind a
boulder partly to get my breath back but mainly to keep an eye on the girl. After a while
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she stopped and turned back. I got up to meet her by which time she was drifting, and
when she spoke she was slurring her consonants. I followed her down, seeing her gait
improve as soon as we left the ridge. There were bluebirds below the rim and squirrels
gambolled in the firs. The sun blazed. Within a hundred feet the risk of hypothermia
was replaced by that of meltdown.
The terrible gale persisted. I moved south to look at a remote section of the Park
where a long trail penetrates the Snakes and some nice-looking unmarked rock stands
at one side of the canyon with exquisite camp sites below, and a woodland creek.
Where the track ends an ill-defined path continues for a few miles to a little green lake
in a corrie out of which the line of an ancient trail climbs the scree to a frieze of dwarf
firs. Up there beyond the rim is the country of dreams; the unknown land where the
lions live. I have found their tracks in Joshua, heard a male calling above Death Valley;
I've smelled one on the Chisos Rim in Texas but I have yet to see the shyest of the big
cats, so I sat on the bank of the emerald lake where red columbines hung like lanterns in
the grass and I watched for lions, but in vain.
Camp was in a glade. At sunrise deer were grazing unconcerned among the aspens,
pied woodpeckers worked on rotten snags, flax was blue on the sage slopes, and
bluebirds were too blue to be real. America does nothing by halves.
There are caves in this Park. They absorbed another day as I put off the moment for
a second attempt on Wheeler. Part of a tourist crocodile, I meandered through poorly lit
caverns looking for features that might distinguish this from other caves. The best of
these was an inclined disc with trailing tentacles like a monstrous calcite jellyfish.
The most productive aspects of the Lehman Caves were human. Once a whispered
but urgent bustle resolved itself into a flurry of rangers racing a wheelchair to someone
with - what? A heart attack, a seizure, a knife in the back? And there was a small child
that raced through the crowd in the torch-lit gloom, shoving against aged knees as we
wavered above impenetrable depths. Thoughts of murder were inspired by
stalagmites: tall, tapering and spiked: waiting, asking for someone to be impaled.
Diverted and rested I returned to Wheeler Peak, the Bronco climbing the endless
hairpins with ease; roasting desert to alpine woods, from the cerise blooms of prickly
pear to chequered glades where roses drugged the senses. Above the tree-line the roses
stop and another smell takes over, a scent that is indescribable because it can't be
identified. On quiet days, determined to trace it, I have gone on all-fours and sniffed
like a hound: at the different alpines: saxifrages, phlox, moss campion; at gravel, snow,
lichen, rock. Each has its own perfume but none exudes this scent that pervades the air
on a still day above twelve thousand feet: in the Rockies, the Sierras and all the desert
mountains. It may be an amalgam of all the plants and rocks warmed by the sun; it may
be the mountain's breath.
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Early that last morning there were buck feeding in the woods and the bluebirds
were foraging by the high lake but up on the ridge the wind was lying in wait. I had
resolved to go on until I was knocked over - once. I wouldn't allow the gale a second
blow, or myself a second chance. I was prepared. The hatches were battened down:
shades secured by bootlaces, hoods - both duvet and anorak - tied. I was gloved and
gaitered, sweltered inside, freezing where my face was exposed to the wind. The sky
was cloudless and the sun was a thousand arc lights.
I passed the point where I had turned back on the first attempt. I had not yet been
knocked off my feet The wind was marginally less strong today; at least there was no
grit flying and I didn't have that sensation that my checks were being flayed.
I reached the summit to find a level ridge about a hundred yards long with three
cairns. Still concerned only with survival I walked to the furthest cairn and it still
wasn't until I'd returned to the central one and was searching for the register that I
started to wonder why a black rosy finch among the rocks wasn't affected by the wind.
I sat down the better to observe the bird, which was only my second sighting of a
black rosy finch, but my brain was on the blink and I turned my attention to the view.
Slowly it was borne in on me that if I could study a bird and contemplate the view in
comfort, except for an increasing sense of lassitude and heat, conditions must have
changed in the last few minutes. Before I succumbed to heat stroke the battered brain
unscrambled itself and I discovered that on the summit of Wheeler there was no wind.
I stripped, weighted my clothes with rocks (the only thing predictable about the
West is its unpredictability) and looked down the mountain. Through the binoculars I
could see people, hooded and gloved, staggering, suffering, fighting their way
upwards. I knew without doubt what their reaction would be when I descended and told
them there was no wind on top. In the event I told the first men, but no more. I could
sympathise. It was unbelievable.
Alone and glorying on the summit I lay and basked: half-lizard, half-god, casting
dutiful but lazy glances at the view which was more part of the ambiance than actual
mountains. On a clear day in the West you can see a hundred miles, and the Great Basin
has over 150 ranges. On a good day it's hard to believe the earth is finite, but there are
few clear days any more and on that one the brown smog from Vegas, itself merged
with that from San Diego and the conurbation of Los Angeles, had crept across Nevada
and Utah to mingle with that of Salt Lake City. You could see over sixty miles but what
you saw were the towering tips of cumulus above the Utah Rockies.
Directly below me the view wasn't scenery but something known and tangible.
Down there the big corries flaunted their shapely lines so winsomely but so
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deceptively that they were amusing. I had been there and I knew the nature of their
screes. Which is why I say that unknown country in the West is sometimes - not always
- the stuff of dreams, at least for walkers. The more you get to know this land the less
frustrated you become. Gone arc the days when I looked at ranges, at ridges, at peaks,
all of exquisite shape, and grieved for a life that was far too short. Now I look and enjoy
by looking. 1 learned the hard way that much of the ground is hell.
The States arc different. Where else would you find the box that holds the summit
register doing double duty as a repository for the hopes and fears and the propaganda of
the people who visit it? On top of Leavitt Peak in the Sierras you're admonished to
watch less television and climb more mountains - which is a bit hard on proper
climbers who don't own a television set. Another example of tunnel vision is the chap
who reached the summit of Parkview in Colorado and left written records of his
uniqueness: an old age pensioner on a mountain. A retired coastguard has deposited a
printed request on Wheeler, pleading for companions. Ingenious but why printed? Are
there summits throughout the West advertising the desire of this desperate ascendeur?
Before I came to the South Snakes my favourite range in Nevada had been the
Rubies, a hundred miles to the northwest. I had played round the edge of the Rubies,
and I'd strolled through hedges of monkshood and alpine meadows to emerge above
the tree-line and marvel at this my first experience of a high range in Nevada. Ruby
Dome is only 11,000 feet but snow doesn't melt in the shade and there you walk among
lakes of sapphire and jet, where rock is scattered with alpines, and far below the
streams and waterfalls all the deserts are wastes of dry brown dust.
So when I came to the South Snakes I wasn't unfamiliar with this phenomenon of
an alpine range in the country that is otherwise tropical in its heat, and deathly arid.
Such ranges had everything, I thought, except climbing, but when I left the Great Basin
National Park and took the road to Ely I found that the back of Wheeler swept down to
Sacramento Pass and long sheets of rock with no scree below, no sign that they have
ever been touched.
There is certainly climbing in Nevada. A guide exists to a red rock area outside Las
Vegas while, in the north, there is some magnificent rock on the road between Austin
and Tonopah, close to a peak called Bunker Hill. This last is ground observed by the
curious traveller, but somewhere out there in the middle of this surprising state, in the
Toiyabe Mountains, the Monitors or the Paradise Range, it's whispered there is a
major cliff. It is so delectable that there is no guide, but if you find the right contact you
may be taken there, blindfolded, and climb, and never know where you've been except,
perhaps, in Paradise.
You take the road to Wheeler from the Great Salt Lake and beyond Skull Rock Pass
are fifty thousand square miles of mountains, and no one knows how much new rock.
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And when Nevada gets too hot there is all the red rock plateau of Utah to the east, the
Winds four hundred miles away as the eagle flies, and Sierra granite in the west. The
luxury of it goes on for ever.
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COLOLO
Pamela Holt

At short notice, in the summer of 1989,1 was offered the chance to return to the
Cordillera Apolobamba in Boh'via. Thus I met up in La Paz with Dave Tyson and Dave
(Woody) Woodcock, members of the Bath University Mountaineering Club
expedition. In 1986 my team's attempt on Cololo's North Ridge, in the Apolobamba
range, had been curtailed by illness, but now there was the opportunity for another try.
After a delayed start hunting for petrol for the stoves, collecting our camp guardian,
Aquilino, and acquiring a driver, we left La Paz at Sam, with "Vaya con Dios" ringing
in our ears. "Go with God" was what we needed when the tarmac road ended, and the
smart red Toyota hit the rutted track, and enveloped us all in dust.
Spectacular views of Lake Titicaca alternated with colourful Indians blocking the
roads with their fiesta. When the road turned away from the lake and the scenery
became bleaker, we were rewarded with our first glimpses of llamas and alpacas. As
the cloud dropped and soft hail hit the windscreen the panoramic Apolobamba range
was obscured, but the sight of wild vicuna confirmed that we were in the National
Reserve of Ulla Ulla. After a couple of false starts we hit the right track to the the tiny
village of Nubipamba. I knew from my previous trip that the vehicle could make it to
Lake Nubi, further on, and eventually convinced the sceptical driver, so by 5pm the
team had unloaded by the lakeside and was rewarded with an excellent view of its first
objective, Cololo (19,407ft).
We struggled to erect tents in a rising wind, improvisation being called for when
Aquilino's tent pole snapped, and his tent pegs proved to be non-existent.
The next morning dawned calm and sunny, but I had slept little,owing to a stuffy
nose, so lay in my bag with a headache, feeling nauseous, while Dave and Woody set
off to reconnoitre. They returned early because the weather closed in: thunder
accompanied by huge snowflakes began in the afternoon putting down nearly six
inches of snow around base camp. In the evening the snow stopped, but flashes of
lightning continued as the temperature plummeted.
The following day we made contact with a local herdsman who agreed a price to
supply eight llamas to transport all the equipment further up the valley to the third lake.
That evening we feasted on Dave's culinary delights - spam fritters with fresh
vegetables followed by tinned strawberries and semolina. Next morning a herd of
llamas eventually appeared on the horizon, and by 11.30 the animals were saddled up.
They shot off like racehorses, leaving us trailing in their wake, to reach the top lake at
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3.00pm. Choosing a sheltered spot beneath a rocky buttress by a waterfall, we soon
unloaded and set up advanced base, but not before an awkward moment over
misplaced gear and demands for extra pay. No sooner was the dispute settled and the
tents erected than soft hail began.
Next day was spent sorting and packing, collapsing the main tent, and installing
spare gear and food in the two-man tent. Leaving Aquilino, after lunch we zig-zagged
up the steep rock buttress to the upper valley which leads to the Cololo glacier. Here
Christine and I had camped in 1986, and now I followed the same route along the valley
and right lateral moraine. As we trudged wearily from moraine to shattered rock and
scree we were amazed to see four figures scree-running below us. Could this be the
Loughborough University team straying from the Pupoyo massif? Carrying food and
equipment for four days took its toll as we staggered on to the upper snow field to set up
camp 1 at 5100m. A cold, clear starry night followed but little sleep was achieved.
It took 3 1/* hours to breakfast and break camp next morning. Meanwhile, three of
the Loughborough team had already pushed on across the snowfield, leaving their
steps for us to follow. At times the sun bore down, sapping our energy as we roped
across a crevassed section. By mid afternoon snow flurries began, and the weather
closed in as the site for camp 2 was levelled, and the tent erected, below the NW flank
of Cololo.
Snow fell for some time. We heard the voices of the Loughborough team as they
retreated from the W. Ridge in the face of a lightning storm; they paused to chat on
their way down. After supper we each took a sleeping tablet, but I awoke later to the
sound of falling snow, and with a splitting headache.
A lie-in, a leisurely breakfast, then Dave and Woody set off to reconnoitre the
route and fix a rope, while I photographed their progress until low cloud intervened.
After three nights on the mountain, 9th August saw the most action, beginning with
a 3am start. After a drink I was promptly sick, but recovered later, then Dave nearly set
himself and the tent alight as he refuelled the stove. Fortunately no one was hurt but all
the fuel had gone, so I carried the emergency stove and solid fuel. Dave jumared up the
grade III snow slope, on our previously fixed rope to arrive on the N. Ridge, thus
short-circuiting a large cornice. Further left Christine and I had pioneered the longer
slope in 1986, and had been stopped by this obstacle. Woody brought up the rear,
removing fixed gear and rope. The weather remained clear but cool, and we wore
duvets and balaclavas all day. Many pitches involved climbing rotten gendarmes or
snowy crests; others were up technically easy but shattered rock. Dave was leading
most of the day, but I led an awkward soft snow crest where Dave was last man on a
back rope.
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Woody led what we believed was to be the final pitch to a snowy boss, in the last of
the sun's rays. Alas, the ridge continued to the left, eastwards, on soft snow or hard ice,
needing ice screws and the use of head torches. Reaching the narrow, triangular
summit at 9.30pm Dave belayed to a snow stake to bring up Woody and me. Descent
down the W. Ridge by moonlight involved two abseils, leaving the snow stakes
behind, then we soloed a third pitch to the bergschrund. This we jumped, to reach a
plateau where we discovered the Loughborough team's footsteps, following them
easily across the snowy dome. A breeze sprang up later, as the route turned down the
uneven dark snow slope in the moon's shadow. Woody and I roped this section, then
picked up the footsteps again to meander between the crevasses, arriving at the tent at
1.00am. Dave was already cocooned in his sleeping bag, but I was so wide awake I
made tea, and reflected on the first ascent of the N. Ridge of Cololo, and what was
probably the first traverse of the mountain.
After a long lie-in next morning, dehydration became a problem as the last of the
solid fuel supplied the breakfast drinks. In an attempt to obtain water, Woody crunched
snow on to his bivvy bag, and we periodically lapped at the melt water produccd,as we
dismantled camp. Then we set off lethargically in hot sunshine and softening snow,
down to Aquilino and welcome cups of tea.
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PERU LEAVES ITS MARK
Belinda Swift
Jean Drummond and I arrived in Huaraz in August 1988, having completed the
Huayhuash trek, to find Evelyn McNicol and Margaret Graham already installed in the
Hostal Portales. They were flushed with the achievement of having passed through
Lima and out again on a regular bus without having had anything stolen. Evelyn had
previously been on an expedition to Peru in 1964, when in her thirties; Margaret had
also been in Peru once before, but claimed she didn't remember much for feeling ill.
For Jean this was her first visit and for me my fourth. We were going to climb in the
Cordillera Blanca.
That evening, in a restaurant, I had eaten half my meal when suddenly an awful
sensation came over me, and water seemed to be rushing through tubes inside my head.
I flopped forward on to the table thinking, am I about to die? I was conscious of
sweating profusely, and of Evelyn dampening my forehead with a wet cloth. A taxi
with a crazed windscreen took us back to the Hostal, but as we lurched round a corner
the door beside me swung open. It had no handle, but fortunately no window glass
either, so some-one was able to dive across the flopped Belinda and pull it to.
For the next48 hours I was barely compos mentis. Then things were fixed up to get
us to a base camp in Quebrada Ishinca; I was to follow the others on horse-back after a
few days if well enough. By this time we reckoned I had giardia; I acquired a course of
Flagyl, tried a boiled egg and dry bread, and kept drinking the ubiquitous Fanta.
The day for the horse ride dawned, and I felt weak, but strong in spirit. Victorino, a
local guide who had helped with our arrangements, turned up and hitched us a lift to
where the track for Quebrada Ishinca departed. There was no horse, supposedly
pre-arranged, to be seen, so thinking no further ahead than the next half hour or so, I
walked slowly uphill to the first village, Collon. I felt newborn and shaky. At Collon,
after various discussions, a donkey was produced to carry my sack, and Hugo, a small
boy, assigned to lead us, this being more lucrative than school. Hugo had little control
over his animal who stopped for a nibble at every opportunity, so it looked as though
the pace would be slow enough for me. Victorino left, but a large Dutchman turned up
and we shared Hugo. The way was, of course, uphill. As the valley narrowed we
spotted a man sitting; it was Maximo, our camp guardian, who had come from base
camp to meet me.
The huge cliffs were spectacular, and the quenoa trees interesting, shedding strands
of bark like silky red tissue. Rounding each corner, the anticipation of the
snow-capped mountains ahead provided a spur to continue. In six and a half hours, and
after 21km and 1,400m of ascent I was rejoicing at base with the others.
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All three had reached the snow line on Ncvado Urus (5495m), and Margaret and
Jean had carried on to the summit. This ascent had had its testing moments, requiring
rope protection on a narrow ridge just before the top, where there was only room lor
one at a time. The ascent was one long day from base.
Next day we all loaded up with climbing gear, and supplies for two nights. We were
going to sleep in a workman's hut that Pamela Glanvillc and I had used the previous
year. Because of the dangers from earthquakes causing glacial lakes to flood valleys,
there has been much work done in the area, building ducts for flood waters, hence the
hut. At 4850m, it was very convenient for climbing Ncvado Ishinca (5530m) on cither
the NE or SW Ridges.
For 1V2 hours the following morning we picked our way over snow-covered
moraine and then exited on to the glacier above its steep outfall on the S W side of the
mountain. Jean was feeling most unwell by this time, so she and Evelyn returned. As
Margaret and I roped up the mist blew in, and we strained to see a way over the glacier.
But for a slight clearing at a crucial point we would never have found the right way on
to the ridge. We made good time and thought it would not be long before we were on
the summit, but then a short ice cliff presented itself. At its base we drove in a metal
tube, our "organ pipe belay" and higher up placed two ice screws; thereafter we had to
belay with an ice axe and a dcadman because of the convolutions of the ridge. The
excitement was short-lived, and we were soon on the summit a cheval. We could see
steeply down to the southwest, but to the north dark cumulus clouds threatened snow,
and bands of mist drifted over the glacier. It was 2.00pm, and Jean and Evelyn felt a
long way off. We belayed carefully, crossing two thin bridges over crevasses, and
retraced our route to reach the hut just before dark.Next day, with Jean still ill, we
descended to base, then Collon, and by mid afternoon were drinking tea in Huaraz.
A rest day, and talk turned towards an attempt on Huascaran (6768m). It draws one
like a magnet as it overshadows the Rio Santa valley while you drive north from
Huaraz. Thus we drove to Mucho, with Victorino and three portadores, who would
accompany us as far as Gargantua, the 6000m col between the N and S summits of
Huascaran. We started a leisurely saunter, albeit uphill, through eucalyptus groves,
hardly daring to look up at the huge mountain that felt almost overhanging. The bulk of
the Dutchman, Hans, then loomed, carrying 351bs in his sack, and sporting worn
fibre-pile bottoms. "I intend climbing Huascaran in 24 hours - see you!" So what; we
intended taking six days and enjoying it. An hour or so later I spotted a sweaty Hans
coming uphill towards me. "The local, he told me the wrong way!"
Whilst we were setting up the tents at base camp two tall Frenchmen appeared
above; their eyes were bloodshot and they looked shattered. They had been unable to
climb Huascaran because of the strong winds, and indeed we could see spindrift being
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whipped up on the summit slopes. Here though, we were still in touch with the valley
and could look down on the patchwork of ochre, brown and green, patterned by
eucalyptus trees. Our porters had brought in a live hen, and now with great good
humour prepared it for the pot; it was to provide 16 person meals.
We were packing up at 7.00am next day when Hans arrived and reported that the
mountain was impossible. Undeterred, we continued, scrambling up over huge
glaciated slabs and negotiating streams, some partly frozen, that followed fault lines.
Our camp site that night was amongst moraine by the glacier tongue, at about 4570m.
The tents had to be erected on rock with boulders for anchor points. Now we were
nearer, the mountain seemed to weigh less heavily upon me, especially as we dispelled
any fears by attempting to sing and dance a Scottish reel as the evening light fell.
The first sign of life next morning was a yell from Margaret. We saw, high in the
sky, what we presumed was her tent bag; it was her flysheet, which had been drying
weighted down by rocks, which had taken off in a mini whirlwind. A porter was after it
uphill in a flash, unaffected by the altitude, returning triumphant after it had landed in a
hollow during a lull. The effect of the wind up high was by now such that the spindrift
covered the sun.
There were more granite slabs, then we reached the glacier. Another camp, and in
an attempt to find a sheltered spot Victorino chose a hollow beneath a scrac wall. As
Margaret dryly commented, "not the sort of place that immediately springs to mind as a
camp site." Hobson's choice, or go back, so we started hacking a shelf out of the ice.
Hammers and axes had to act as tent pegs as we tried to sleep in our deep freeze.
Next morning there was a conspicuous absence of movement from the tents, but
somewhat later we were tied into two ropes of four and winding our way round
crevasses and under some large overhanging seracs. The route ahead had been
obliterated three times by avalanches, and large translucent blocks covered a wide
area. We began climbing more steeply towards Gargantua and then stopped to bow our
heads over our axes as waves of spindrift blew down upon us. It was no worse than
many a gully day in Scotland except for the altitude and location. The porters did not
like it, however, and it was going to be impossible to erect tents higher up, so we turned
back.
Having toiled uphill for hours it is amazing how fast ground can be covered
downhill, and by 5.00pm we were back at base camp enjoying tea and bonhomie round
a fire. We had obviously left Huascaran until too late in the season, but nevertheless I
had found those few days immensely enjoyable for the group spirit and the beautiful,
awe-inspiring scenery.
Most of the rest of the trip is best passed over quickly. Margaret and Evelyn had to
return to Britain. Jean and I organised another mountain venture on Vallunaraju, close
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to Huaraz, but while on the glacier we both became ill. My diarrhoea turned out to be
amoebic dysentery, the side effects of which were still being felt a year and a half later.
We made a sorry pair on the return journey home, and on meeting Jean, her husband
Tony is reported to have said that it was like hugging a five barred gate.

Jean Drummond (foreground) and party negotiating slabs or Huascaran
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ON TREKKING
Annabelle Barker
The aspiring trekker will find handbooks galore on where to go and what to take,
cheerily optimistic and full of detail. But be warned: the grim reality can be far
different from the experience depicted on the printed page, and books can be
economical with the truth.
Unless you can tolerate the worst kinds of human filth you might as well forget the
idea. You will be confronted with sights and smells that will linger long after the rest of
the trip is forgotten. Trekking is only for those with a strong constitution!
Initially,there is the decision on where to go. Recent events in South America make
it a no go area for me; robbery .violence and murder do not feature too highly in my
holiday requirements. In Asia only you can decide which of the delights offered by the
various countries appeal most. Perhaps the leeches of Nepal will win over the
mosquitoes of India or the mud slides of Pakistan, but whichever you choose you will
have heat, flies, and human excrement in abundance.
Careful selection of the team is vital. A previous holiday together is a wise move, to
spot and eliminate the "I've got a bad back and can't carry" type. Others to avoid are
fussy eaters, snorers, regular washers or those who have particularly nasty habits. A
fondness for the same type of literature is essential as well as compatibility regarding
waking and sleeping times; we all know the Sam poly bag rustlers. A general rule of
thumb is that anyone you find even slightly annoying should not be considered as you
will feel murderous towards them before the plane even takes off.
Expect the journey to be awful and you will not be disappointed. Most trips begin
on the cheapest airline on the first day of the summer holidays, when every Asian in
Britain is travelling home with his six children, all of whom are air-sick. A wise
traveller avoids the food on the plane: passengers bringing vast quantities of
marmalade butties are ridiculed at Heathrow, but mugged east of Dubai.
On landing it is advisable to lapse into a coma to survive the two jumbo-loads of
passengers forming a queue at the bank. There's only one cashier on duly, of course,
and "very sorry madam", notes of 5 rupees only.
By now, the intense heat and the chaos will be beginning to take ihcir toll, but
important decisions regarding the next stage of the journey have to be made. For me
there is no choice - it has to be by plane, and if there is none then a private taxi is the
only option to avoid insanity. The charm of the Indian bus fades after 36 hours of
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squashing, jostling and hard scats, with temperatures which would fry an egg. Totally
taboo for me would be the Karachi-Islamabad train, from which people emerge
begging to be put on a plane to anywhere.
Tcntagc is an important consideration. The rule is to take as many tents as you can;
you will hate your fellow trckkcrs after a week. Non-leaking tents arc advantageous;
don't think that it never rains because it docs - a lot!
There can be major altercations over whether to take porters or not. To take means
hours spent hiring them, arguments and hassle, and parting with huge amounts of cash,
not to mention travelling at a very slow speed over extremely short distances, and
guarding everything. Not to take them results in intense pain and discomfort in the
lumbar region, and a strange gait for the rest of your life. Incidentally, don't believe the
myth that trainers will be all right for the walks - they won't.
Should you decide to take porters it is imperative that you make it quite clear that
you arc very happily married (you can lie). Failure to do this will result in every porter
spending hours insisting that he is the man of your dreams and must be taken home
with you. You will quickly learn to ignore the shivering whining porter who doesn't
have a coat, hat, socks or blanket and is about to freeze to death. It's all an act; once he
has conned you out of your duvet or balaclava he will scoff at the quality, and point out
that he has three better ones at home. Meanwhile, you begin to shiver.
An alternative to porters is animals, some being better than others. Horses are
excellent, strong, and docile; and all those manes and tails are superb for grabbing
whilst crossing rivers. Unfortunately horses go rather fast uphill. Yaks arc also
recommended, being good swimmers if river crossings get a little out of hand. A beast
to avoid is the donkey, especially the apprentice load carrier. I have spent hours at the
mercy of one such beast, standing knee deep in freezing glacier rivers alternatively
dragging it by the ears or pushing from behind. It was quite the most cowardly and idle
donkey ever to set foot on earth or in river, and we called him George.
Rivers are nightmares in a class of their own, or,to be correct, the ways of crossing
them are. Try the famous Karakoram birch twig contraptions, or perhaps you would
prefer the rope from which you dangle, pale and sick with fear. Alternatively, there are
the orange boxes suspended on bits of string, in which you sit not daring to move. In
places where there are no bridges, wading across in threes is the norm, a pantomime I
hope never to repeat. Whichever way you choose, the chances of survival are slim.
There are small items of equipment which will help minimise the torture. A ski
stick is a useful prop, and an aid to river crossings, but really comes into its own as a
weapon, for beating your way through 1001 villagers, each one out to convince you he
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is the only good porter in the area. For this function it has no equal, although the
umbrella has been used quite effectively for the same purpose, and for bashing through
schools of questioning, begging children. A brolly also comes in handy for sheltering
from the monsoon which just happens to break whenever you arrive.
A real trump card to have in hand is flea powder, to soothe frenzied, panic-stricken
cries just as you are settling down for the night. Bob Martins' is unquestionably the
most effective; take it in bulk. Bed-bug and head-lice powder arc worth seeking outresist the horrified looks of assistants at the local chemist's and insist.
Goodies are a lifesaver in times of crisis. Mars bars, cake, biscuits, and all the
things a self-respecting foodie would scorn often make a horrendous situation
bearable. Resist the temptation to go native and live on dahl and chapattis; if you
survive you will be lucky. Most local delicacies are fit only for a quick burial.
There will be days at the end of the trip when it is tempting to go sightseeing, but
you will preserve your health and any remaining illusions by staying in your hotel.
Romantic-sounding places like Jaipur and Peshawar, not to mention the Taj are
riddled with snake-charmers, rats and other horrors. "Seen one temple, seen them all"
goes for the cultural bit as well.
Finally, go expecting to be extremely ill and return looking pale, thin, and in need
of a holiday. If you need one, or decide you don't fancy trekking after all, there are
other types of holiday - so I'm told; I've heard that they usually involve lying on
beaches, but this is only hearsay.
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EUROCRAGGING
Stella Adams

To get the best out of any holiday, reliable information is essential and for
Eurocragging, information is definitely on the increase. French Rock Climbs, by Pete
Livesey, though criticised for being dangerously inaccurate, particularly where grades
were involved, at least introduced British climbers to the wealth of good quality rock
on the other side of the Channel. This year (1989), it also provided Caroline Jerram and
me with all the essential information on how to get to the Vercors and what to do when
we arrived (give or take a grade or two). We also used it to escape from there, when the
weather turned stormy, to find a sunny haven: Buis Les Barronnes.
Equally out of date is The Directory of Crags by Bouvier, translated into English by
Claudie Dunn. However it does prove to be useful when adverse weather sets in at your
planned venue and lower, sunnier crags are required. In the directory an attempt has
been made to locate each crag in France and briefly describe the rock quality and
climbing availability.
One of the more recent guidebooks, essential for Eurocragging is Sun Rock by
Mailander and Leuchsncr, 1988, which describes 25 climbing areas in or near the
Mediterranean coast from Leiva in Spain to the French-Italian border. Most of the
main crags are described in very adequate detail, together with a good selection of
climbs and information for camping and shopping. Most of the crags included in this
particular guide are suitable for Easter and winter climbing unless you are
exceptionally unlucky with weather, or totally addicted to the sun. This guide is written
in German and English.
1989 saw the arrival of Al Churcher's Italian Rock, a long awaited guide giving
away some of the best kept secrets of Italian climbing. He includes 12 areas in
Northern Italy and the guide proved very accurate for the areas we visited that summer.
Eurocragging can be divided, essentially, into three seasons, winter, spring and
summer. In winter, November - March, climbers generally head for Spain. Cheap
flights(?), not much in evidence in 1989, and almost guaranteed sunshine, combine to
make the Benidorm-Calpe area very popular.
Although most of the climbing is on shorter crags, around Calpe and along the road
between Calpe and Benidorm, this area offers longer routes too. The prominent rock
which protrudes into the sea at Calpe, the Penon, has many classic routes of 5-10
pitches. Unfortunately the easier of these tend to be loose and the in-situ gear is old and
inadequate. Within 4 miles of Benidorm is the mountain Puig Campana and even
though the summit is over 4,000ft high, climbing is possible throughout the winter.
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There is continuous development around this part of the Mediterranean and each
year more information becomes available, so there is no need to retire to more slothful
pursuits in the winter months. However, as with most of southern Europe, the rock is
limestone and tends to be steep but pocketed and there are not many climbs below El.
At Easter many climbers head for southern France, where irrespective of one's
fitness, there is plenty of choice of excellent climbing. Around Marseilles there are
many small half to one pitch crags, the best of which are probably described in Sun
Rock. A good starting place can be Mouries, near Salon, with visits to St. Victoire,
Boux or the Verdon Gorge possible objectives when fitness is achieved. Further north,
Buis Les Barronnes, though probably too popular at the Easter weekend, is certainly an
excellent centre for middle grade climbing, though routes of all grades are available
here. The town of Buis Les Barronnes is very beautiful, a traditional market town of the
Provence area and well worth a visit. There are two centres of climbing, the old crag of
St. Julienne, with two or three pitch routes of VS+ and upwards, and a newly developed
roadside crag which, from my point of view, serves mainly to keep the crowds off St.
Julienne. Other crags in Provence which are only a short distance from Buis are
Sisteron and Orpiere. Both worth a visit.
During the last two years, there has been a great deal of crag 'development' in
France, although this has been overdone in some places. This summer we visited
Saffres, which is described in the Bouvier directory as a small crag with dangerously
inadequate in-situ gear. This crag has undergone 'development' and now provides
about 200 routes on excellent limestone with very adequate protection. It provided an
enjoyable escape from Switzerland on our way home, and as it is situated near Dijon
(nearest town is Vitteaux, and provides cheap camping, supermarkets and restaurants)
it is within striking distance of the Channel ports.
The climbing at Saffres is steep but well protected, and ought to be a suitable
stopping-off place for Easter visitors. In similar mould is Berdorf, Luxembourg,
another good place to break a journey and fill up with cheap petrol. Berdorf is a juggy,
sandstone crag with good peg protection. Though difficult to locale on a map, its
location is described in the Bouvier directory.
Climbing in Italy has been given a boost by Churcher's guide. Armed with our
copies we visited Orco, definitely a summer crag, as it lies at 6,000ft just within the
Grand Paradiso National Park. The rock was good quality granite, and the climbs
varied between one and six pitches of HVS climbing and above. Camping, on the
whole, was cold, but most of the climbing was in the sun and we had a very enjoyable
week there.
The following week was spent at Arco, on Lake Garda, a bit hot in August, but we
persevered and completed two excellent twelve pilch routes on the main mountain
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crag. 1 enjoyed these immensely; despite the limestone being somewhat polished and
the routes south facing.
Another granite area described in Italian Rock is Mello, which is an excellent
summer area. It is beautifully situated in a high valley above Lake Como, and provides
long, stunning slabby routes, which on the whole are poorly protected. However the
high valley provides an attractive venue, particularly if you go armed with a brave
leader.
Finale is a more versatile area in Italy which can provide both an Easter and winter
venue (and a summer one too, for those whose priority is to gain a tan and who don't
mind restricting activities to the early morning or late evening). Finale provides a good
variety of routes, from VS upwards. Although it is becoming increasingly popular,
there are several crags within the vicinity, so with a little planning one can climb in
relative peace.
Of all the crags I visited, two stand out for their beauty of location and quietness,
despite the fact that it was a Bank Holiday when we visited both areas. The first is
Leiva in Spain. Located in the mountains behind Murcia, Leiva is south facing and
made an excellent 5-6 day climbing venue last Easter. We flew to Alicante and hired a
car. Although not far from Alicante, the drive can take 4-5 hours because of the heavy
traffic and poor roads. Once the forest track is located, the route winds up through a
forest to a free camping area near the chief forester's house. His family runs a little bar
where simple, cheap meals are available. We were made very welcome, and the
hospitality we received was equalled only by the quality of the routes we did in the
valley. For route information we relied upon Sun Rock, but a local guide is available.
The second outstanding climbing area is Meteora in northern Greece, It is
approachable by public transport, by bus from Athens, and most crags can be visited on
foot from the campsite. Meteora is a place of outstanding beauty. The rock sculpture
and the 11th century monasteries which are precariously perched on the top of the rock
spires provide a unique atmosphere. The rock is conglomerate and the climbing quite
scary; bolt protection where available is of a large *door knocker' variety, but bolts can
be placed at least 30 feet apart. Routes follow weaknesses worn by water, so it would
be very frightening to be caught out in the sudden flash storms which can occur. Grades
of climbs are from Hard Severe upwards, and there is a German guide written in quaint
English, available in this country. This provides interesting reading and good
entertainment.
With a choice of countries from Spain to Greece, guidebooks, routes of all grades,
and reasonable weather, Eurocragging has something for everyone.
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THREE SCOTTISH CLASSICS
(AND SOME TICKS)
Jean Drummond

It was supposed to be "flaming June", but the first day of our holiday dawned wet
and claggy. The Drummond/Wilson team being decidedly averse to greasy rock, the
decision to go Munro-bagging was easy, and in our long tramp we collected three
ticks. A break in the weather at lunch-time made the day memorable, as we watched
two eagles high above the black cliffs of Cam Dcarg (Monadh Liath), alternately
circling the heavens and dive-bombing the summit. On reaching the top, we were
delighted to see several broods of ptarmigan chicks scattering about the stones, while
anxious hens tried to fade themselves and their offspring into the landscape.
A wet start to the second day gave us another two ticks in the Munro tables, this
time from the Loch Trieg area. How fjord-like the loch appeared through the windows
of swirling mist. The last hour's walk back to Fersit was in glorious sunshine, and
fellow walkers at the car-park assured us that the weather had been bright and sunny in
the west all week.
So we went westwards, determined to don climbing gear and fulfil a longstanding
ambition for both of us - Ardverikie Wall. The rock walls of Binncin Shuas are a
hidden gem, but very accessible, and it seemed surprising that our route, one of the
easiest on the cliff, was first climbed as late as 1967. We soon left the civilization and
concrete of the Laggan road and estate track to round a corner and become part of a
more inspiring and solitary landscape. The grey cliffs reared up above Lochan na
h-Earba, blue and sparkling in the sunlight. As Classic Rock so rightly says,
Ardverikie Wall is "a special climb in a special place". At first sight, from a distance,
the cliff looked daunting, with no possible weakness for a mere Severe, but the weather
was perfect, and there was not a soul in sight. As we drew nearer we could pick out the
great central slab and the line of our route, made obvious by the long central crack.
Slight tinges of apprehension rippled as we geared up - what about the two crux
pitches? Would we get that exit right? Denise won the toss and led off up the first steep
and rather daunting rib. "It's all right once you get going" she called down. And indeed
it was.
The climbing on the rough granite was pure joy. Holds were good and on several
occasions alternative lines were available. The comfortable stances allowed for a little
dreaming and taking in the view down the steep face to the beckoning lochan below.
What elation when we reached the top! How lucky we were to have the opportunity to
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experience such a fine route, and in such perfect conditions, with the sunshine, blue
skies and marvellous view. We paused and sat and savoured. I think this was my most
enjoyable climb ever.
This was the holiday we each thought the other would bring a camera... However,
whilst we were on the first pitch two fellow climber-photographers had arrived, and
instead of rushing and hassling our heels they had taken considerable time in recording
us for posterity. By the time we reached the foot of the crag they were half way up, but
after a little detective work in the lids of sacs, and later a note on a parked car we
eventually received photos of ourselves on the climb.
But the day was not yet over - we skinny-dipped from the sandy shores of the
lochan, changed into our best jeans and rushed back for eats at the Loch Insh Boat Club
(much recommended) for this was not only the day we climbed Ardvcrikie Wall, but
also Denise's birthday.
The brilliant weather continued, and the following day saw us standing on the
roadside looking up to Clachaig Gully, that great rent which cleaves the hillside at the
western end of the Aonach Eagach Ridge. It supposedly held 1735 feet of Mild Severe
climbing, and looked bone dry. We plunged into the leafy depths of its lower reaches,
enjoying the cool shade after the hot glare of the sun. "When does the climbing begin"
we wondered, as we padded comfortably over the dry stream bed and around the
occasional small pool. The gully is a prolific rock garden, and we tried to identify
flowers and plants. Columbines, harebells, saxifrages, butterwort and ferns abounded,
together with many plants we could not identify. How prolific is the flora in places the
sheep cannot reach!
The climbing did not really start until the Great Cave pitch, where we climbed part
way up the side of the gully to traverse around an awkward corner, a good tree belay
giving security. Then we were once more hopping over cobbly stones. As the gully
walls began to close we realised that the route was a series of huge steps, the treads
shortening and the steps steepening the higher we climbed. We hurried past another
rope of two, whose main belay looked, to say the least, dubious, glad to be no longer
climbing below them.
The scrambling and dry conditions lulled us into a false sense of security, and we
decided that we must have dealt with Jericho Wall, reputedly the hardest pitch of the
climb. However, when we stood at the bottom of an awkward-looking greasy black
wall there was no doubting where we were. Denise led off in her usual easy style,
surmounting the difficulties of the lower few feet with aplomb, and romping up the
second half of the pitch. A little worried about the team below we waited to ensure all
was well: suffice to say they could perhaps have been lost forever if it hadn't been for
two Pinnacle ladies!
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We had long since lost the sun, but could see the sky, a relentless blue high above as
we scrambled up short vegetated walls, huge clean boulders and rock steps. The Red
Chimney was unmistakeable; it may be climbed direct on polished holds or by a
gardening route traversing in from the right. We had fun with a water-washed runnel,
managing to gain height on dry holds - all bar one, then the gully was opening out, with
a promise of light and air. A long run out over rock, dirt and grass, and we were coiling
the rope, eating the last of the chocolate, and contemplating the Clachaig Inn 1800 feet
below. What a different climb it would be in wet conditions. A run down the badly
eroded path took us to a very welcome pint. Our fellow climbers joined us later- but
five hours behind their schedule.
On Friday morning we walked up to the East Face of Aonach Dubh in trainers,
carrying our rock boots, anticipating a long day's climbing with sacs. The Long Crack,
Archer Ridge and Crypt Route were our goals. We launched off the detached block at
the foot of the Long Crack to find good holds on rough rock. At times the steepness was
a little daunting, especially on the slightly overhanging cracked groove and the crux
crack, but protection was available from suitably placed Moacs, and careful thought
plus faith in small holds won the day. After the final ledge the angle eased for an
enjoyable finish. A terrace leads up to Archer Ridge, graded V Diff, but open to harder
variations. My memory is of steep, airy climbing , mostly on good rock with blocky
holds, but there were several awkward moves which required care and seemed harder
than V Diff. The Ridge gives 250 feet of climbing to gain the crest of Aonach Dubh.
It was well into the afternoon and there was still a long way to go to reach the
Church Door Buttress on Bidean; but I was determined to go on. It seemed miles to the
summit of Stob Coire Nan Lochan, but at last across the col we could sec the Church
Door Buttress. With great surprise - or was it relief- we also gazed at what lay at its
foot: at least 300 feet of steep, frozen snow. No way in track shoes and without axes
could WP. safely reach the start of Crypt Route, so we retreated, a little disappointed, but
with pride intact.
Our last climbing day was spent at Polldubh, in Glen Nevis, where, somewhat
confused by the number of outcrops, we managed four routes on four different crags
before the midges drove us away. Flaming June seemed set to stay, but our last day was
spent - dare I say it- acquiring another of those ticks.
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CROSS-STITCH IS FOR EVER
Angela Soper

There's a cross-stitch sampler hanging on my wall. It features a puffin, some terns,
a boat, a famous sea-stack, and a date. Cynthia made it during the winter evenings and
gave it to me for a surprise. This is the adventure it recalls.
On the last day of July in our lucky year, Cynthia and I stared out from M. V. St. Ola.
The Old Man of Hoy was hidden to his waist by a grey beard. Somewhere in the gloom
must be Rackwick Bay. Did we really want to camp there in such a downpour and wait
till it was fit to climb? We had several hours to decide, as the Hoy ferry didn't leave
until late afternoon, so we explored Stromness, to find the people friendly, the town
rain-washed clean, and the museum fascinating - a pity it closes for lunch. No-one
offered any hope of dry weather in the foreseeable future and we concluded that for
Orkney "showers and bright periods" means torrential downpour with occasional
heavy drizzle. Should we visit Skara Brae instead?
But just suppose it clears in the morning and we're somewhere else, we'll be
kicking ourselves. Remembering our knack of being in the right place at the right time,
we reached a sufficiently positive frame of mind to jump into the little ferry boat.
Before we landed, the boatman insisted that we advise the coastguard of our intentions
and even wrote the phone number on a scrap of paper, which we accepted for his peace
of mind. First priority, though, was how not to walk the six miles across the island with
our heavy sacks in pouring rain. No problem, if you've a tongue in your head. The two
local cars aren't taxis, but they do meet the boat and will take you from the isolation of
the landing stage to the remoteness of Rackwick Bay for a reasonable fee. Money well
spent, we thought and, better still, our driver pointed out the farthest building from the
road end - "there's a bothy, if you'd prefer not to camp".
We squelched towards the long, low building in a walled enclosure. "Burnmouth
Cottage", said the plaque, "you are welcome to stay free of charge". It's a fine bothy,
clean, dry, spacious. And the situation! At Rackwick the surf breaks on golden sand.
Only the highest tides reach the storm beach of pebbles and boulders that screens the
sheep pastures. The bum, now a peaty torrent, meanders down the glen to break
through, and the cottage stands on its bank, as near as could be to the sea. Stepping
stones cross the burn to where the dunes have built up behind the storm beach and
salt-loving plants have taken hold. Very soon, red sandstone cliffs, steep but loose, cut
off the beach, and you have to return and explore the other way.
Then you see more low buildings like the bothy, a few lived in with cattle grazing
around, most roofless and derelict. One perches halfway up the northern headland on
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the way to the Old Man. The former school is now a simple hostel - another reason why
we needn't have carried the tent. We bcachcombcd, found some fairly sound cliff
beyond the houses, and realized that it was only raining in the squalls. For supper we
had a feast - salmon from the river Coe, Cynthia's first new potatoes, then fresh
raspberries - while hundreds of terns gathered to wheel and soar over the beach.
Gulls, not terns, woke us early. Squalls still arrived but the sky was bright, so more
in hope than expectation we set off up the muddy cliff path. The Old Man is indeed a
strange sight when he appears across undulating heather, only to reveal his full stature
from the very edge of the cliffs. An on-shore gale threatened to blow us back to the
bothy so we quickly slithered down to the base of the stack, thankful that the East Face
route takes the sheltered side. Never have I rock-climbed in so many clothes - polar
jacket, Goretex cag, the lot. August 1 st! Our only spectators were a puffin on the basalt
base and a big seal swimming beneath it.
The East Face of the Old Man is not a great climb because the rock behaves as you
would expect of red sandstone, especially on the second pitch. You have to be very
careful, trying always to press instead of pull on the holds. There was a lot of gear in
situ including a very thick fixed rope to retrieve yourself from the free abseil; it was all
surprisingly good and looked American. Not only our tent, but also our spare rope and
most of our rack turned out to be superfluous; we should have brought binoculars and a
bottle of wine instead. Only one late-developer of a fulmar chick still occupied a nest
and no bird came near us. Are we the only team not to have been attacked by skuas?
The normal route starts innocently on big holds. We had to cling on in the gusts, but
fortunately the first stance was in a big sheltered comer. From there one descends,
traverses across the east face and gains its line of weakness, a wide chimney-crack.
Where this narrows is the crux. To make progress I had to remove my big cagoule
which I tied round the rope behind me, expecting it to pull up. Unfortunately it stuck
until Cynthia was climbing, then enveloped her unsuspecting head as she made the
hardest moves. She was not pleased! After a couple of slabby pitches came the last and
most enjoyable, a steep, clean corner crack on better rock, with the wind whistling
through it. We stood on the summmit, swaying like loose chimney pots, and Cynthia,
now a connoisseur of sea stacks, said she was glad we'd done it but she wouldn't bother
again ....the Old Man of Stoer is a much better climb. We wished a ship would come
past; there was nobody to wave to unless you count a colony of eider clucks on a tidal
pool.
It turned out later that some walkers had watched us abseil off and been amazed that
we had climbed the Old Man while they could hardly stand up on the cliffs. Several
people visited us in the bothy because they were interested (or curious). We could
hardly believe that our luck had held and we had done the climb already. The wind
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eased but the sea stayed lively. I wandered about at dusk looking for otters in the burn
but only saw a baby seal in a rock pool. The terns again put on the main show of the
evening; Cynthia and I watched it for a while. Eventually we snuggled down with the
bothy door open as the oyster-catchers took over the stage.

Old Man of Hoy
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SOLO SKI MOUNTAINEERING:
PLEASURES AND PERILS
Dee (Dairena) Gqffney

When Roger and I first came to Glasgow from France in 1982, we expected hills to
be totally white before getting out the skis and skins. Not suprisingly, we missed out on
some extremely good days simply because our expectations were unrealistic. Our
horizons broadened as soon as we discovered that a ribbon of snow is al 1 that is needed,
and if we were prepared to walk a bit we could extend the season from November to
April. Roger also discovered that the ice climbing season overlapped, which explains
why the following two trips were solo outings.
One Saturday morning in February 1984, when the temperature was about -20°,
Roger left our van parked below Creag Meagaidh at4am to go ice climbing and I dozed
until the more respectable hour of 7am. Having taken Friday off work to ski at
Cairngorm I was stiff and bruised, with a right thumb that looked unusually large and
didn't function for simple things like trying to get dressed. My hand crept out from the
depths of my sleeping bag to turn on the double gas burner and I woke abruptly as the
back of the van seemed to turn into a fireball. The stove had been leaking buianc, which
due to the extreme cold, had sat in the base but went up in a "whoosh" as soon as I lit it.
Apart from some singed hair and the adrenalin surge there seemed to be no harm done
so I had a cautious hot cup of coffee and set off past Aberardcr farm, skinning
effortlessly over the 18 inch footholes left by the unfortunate climbers many hours
earlier. The route I had chosen is that described by Donald Rennet in Ski
Mountaineering in Scotland published 3 years later. I soon veered north from the track
and skied directly towards the summitof Cam Liath. I stopped frequently to admire the
beautiful snow-covered hills but even so seemed to reach the top at a speed which
surprised and delighted me. One of the many joys of ski mountaineering using alpine
gear is the efficiency of ascent and descent in deep snow, which more than
compensates for the bad days when the difficulties of climbing a hill in windy weather
with poor visibility and little snow are compounded by the misery of carrying large
heavy skis attached to the rucksack, and getting blisters from the stiff plastic boots.
Today, however, was dry and still, and I was getting views of Scotland beyond all
expectations. North of Cam Liath looked like a wonderful wilderness that I longed to
explore.
At Cam Liath I removed the skins and snow-ploughed and stcm-christicd
westwards, descending over easy snow. Any icy patches were sufficiently rough to
enable the ski edges to grip easily, unlike the horrors of icy piste skiing which always
looks to me as if someone better at ironing than myself has flattened every possible
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Glen Speanfrom Stob Ban

Binnean Beag andBinnean Mor from Stob Ban
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reassuring wrinkle. With only one functional thumb I anticipated difficulties removing
and replacing the skins, which I did four times in the course of the day, but again the
weather was so calm that the skins did not do their usual malicious trick of slicking to
everything including themselves. Indeed, everything was perfect and my confidence
grew as I remembered parallel skiing from the previous day, a technique that I had just
mastered on manicured pistes without a rucksack. I regarded the descent to the
Window from Stob Poite Coire Ardair as a challenge to what I'd learned, so I mentally
revised the diagram in We Learned to Ski, and tried it. It worked. This really was a
perfect day! As the descent steepened my parallels may have become a little less so but
I was thrilled and, as there were no witnesses, I'm convinced that I actually looked like
a real skier. At the Window I put the skins on again and the ascent to the summit plateau
of Creag Meagaidh was a delight of changing scenery and a feeling of having the right
gear for the conditions.
I schussed the entire lV2mile descent to Bealach a' Bharnish and reached a speed
which felt like 30mph. The momentum carried me past the col but a fit of the giggles
landed me in a heap so I never found out how far up the other side I might have got.
Picking up myself, my hat, glasses, gloves, sticks and skis from quite a wide area I was
reminded that I was some distance from the security of the Cairngorm rescue vehicles
and resolved to be a little more careful on my final descent. From Bcinn a Chaorainn I
skied south down a stream bed with lots of easy soft snow to come out on the A86 some
8 miles from the van. But my good luck was working overtime and the first car offered
me, my rucksack and my skis a lift (this I suppose is one of the advantages of being
alone).
My memories of the day are of a clear blue sky, and I know that the sun shone on me
all day, so the clouds in my photographs surprised me. I can only believe that since
everything else had gone so well -1 had not gone up in a ball of blue smoke at 7am, I
was not in the casualty department of Fort William hospital having my thumb x-rayed,
the scenery was breathtaking and my parallel turns worked, - that the same luck
applied to the clouds and a neat little hole in the cloud cover followed me around all
day.
Five years later in February 1989, everyone who had noticed the lack of snow in
Scotland had gone elsewhere to ski but there was an unexpectedly heavy snowfall one
Saturday. I was lucky enough to be in Glen Nevis for the evening and woke to a clear
and perfect morning with snow above 200m and a superb pink dawn over the white
hills. The snow looked like a complete covering but as it had all arrived within the last
24 hours it was totally without a base so I tried to think of a hill with a grassy approach
to be able to put skis on as soon as possible. I decided on Stob Ban in the Grey Corries
starting from Corriechoille, so I drove up the unmade road past the farm, stopping just
below the disused tramway. The view of Aonach Morand the surrounding hills getting
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rapidly lighter was enough to cause me to delay and have a second breakfast. By this
stage in life I knew that I had a very limited range if I were to walk in ski boots so I
decided to wear my Koflach Vivas and carry the ski boots and skis until it was
obviously possible to skin along. There actually was snow visible on the track leading
up through the trees but I expected it to last about 100 yards and to be immediately
followed by half a mile of unskiable path. So I picked up my immensely heavy sack,
with the skis attached to the sides making a distinctive inverted "V", and plodded
slowly up the path. Around the first bend there was lots of snow. Still not trusting it I
continued to walk. One mile later I realised that I would be much better off on skis, so I
put on my skins, changed my boots, adjusted the bindings, clipped my feet in and
reached for my sticks. They were not there. (This surely must be one of the most
serious disadvantages of skiing alone. No one had pointed out to me that I had managed
to leave my sticks in the car.) So, off came the skins, and now because I had some
knowledge of the conditions I skied back - fun without sticks - and started off again
from the car 40 minutes later and a little wiser. I broke trail all the five miles to the little
bothy at Lairg Leacach. The only disturbance of an otherwise peaceful trip was the
sudden violent intrusion of a fighter aircraft flying what appeared to be inches from the
ridge, leaving me with uncertainties as to the sense and validity of noisy training
exercises over beautiful wilderness.
At the bothy there were some rather bewildered people who had walked in before
the snow fell and who realised that getting out on foot was not going to be easy. In fact I
overtook them much later in the day after my ascent of Stob Ban and they looked a little
enviously at the skis. The ascent from the bothy was rarely steep enough to necessitate
kick turns and promised a fast and exciting descent. It was hard to believe that the
apparently bottomless snow was new. I left the skis some 100m below the summit and
continued with crampons as the angle steepened considerably. Being on the summit
was so great that I didn't want to go down again. I looked at the view, slowly revolving
around the whole of the 360 degrees picking out old friends from unfamiliar angles,
looking at them again, thinking what a haven Luibeilt was, then admiring the hills once
more and eventually admitting that I was getting cold. I enjoyed a superb swishing
descent and a long but pleasurable skin out to a silent, beautiful sunset.
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A DOG'S DAY
Denise Wilson
For once the Wasdale meet coincided with a spell of dry weather, but as the forecast
was poor, very few Pinnaclers actually gathered on the camp-site on a sunny morning
in July. The faithful few were rewarded with a wonderful day on dry rock, on some of
the Scafell classics. The photographer was trying out her new video camera and the
climbers pirouetted gracefully on minute rugosities trying anxiously to present their
most flattering profiles. Jessie couldn't believe her luck at not being abandoned at the
foot of the crag and barked encouragingly at us. A happy scene only cut short when the
promised rain arrived in time to prevent any desperate heroics on the left wall of
Mickledore Chimney.
Encouraged by our good day and deliberately ignoring the low cloud sitting on the
tops, the next morning found the team setting out for Pillar. After all, you can' t drive all
the way to Wasdale and not go to the high crags. Hot and sticky and shepherded along
by Jessie, weaving in and out under our feet, we plodded slowly up, as the mist
descended down to meet us. The Pinnacler's stubborn streak took over and we
continued along the High Level route to Robinson's Cairn and the Rock itself. Our
sights had already lowered with the mist, from VS to S to V Diff and finally to
"anything we can get up". But first we had to find the crag. Where was the First Aid
Box? How could we be expected to find the routes if someone had removed the main
landmark? And was that fresh scar where the landmark used to be, or was it a recent
rock fall? Eventually some fellow idiots confirmed that the greasy rock disappearing
above our heads into the mist was indeed Shamrock Buttress.
We took stock of the situation over a prolonged lunch and decided not to waste all
the effort of reaching the crag but to have a "getting to know Pillar" day. We would
choose an easy scramble which we could do in boots and carrying sacks and which
Jessie would be able to manage. First we looked at Shamrock Buttress where we had
the choice of Moderate or V Diff climbing, but after slithering around on greasy rock,
hauling up loose grass and bilberry roots and heaving and pushing Jessie we
re-grouped and thought again. On perusing the guide book, Shamrock Gully seemed
tailor-made for us - "Severe, of considerable length but offering very little real
climbing, the greater proportion being composed of grass, loose earth and shifting
scree". We could surely manage to get ourselves and Jessie up a mere 25 feet of steep
rock and the route had the added advantage of leading right up to the top of the Buttress.
Without reading more, we launched forth, immediately feeling more secure inside a
gully, and with Jessie scrabbling at our heels. After 250 feet of easy scrambling we
arrived at the first impasse, and whilst we tentatively explored the alternatives Jessie
sat down looking pensive. The options were equally greasy and gruesome but
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eventually a flanking manoeuvre to the right was found. The rope was dropped down
and Jessie was hauled up, looking like a trussed chicken, whilst Linda - camera
abandoned - hovered anxiously behind. So far, so good. Only another 300 feet to go and going on was infinitely preferable to going back down all that rubble.
Soon we arrived at the 'Great Pitch'. The Gully had narrowed and the way ahead
was blocked by a huge, slippery and holdless boulder. The side walls were steep and
the few spikes were held in place by mud and clumps of moss. The guide book wasn't
much help - "Either the right or left route is severe, strenuous and unpleasant and the
top of the pitch is covered with loose stones".
We tried out the options, and at one point there was an anxious Pinnacler on the
right wall and one on the left wall and one on the boulder in the centre. Jessie started to
howl and we felt like sitting down to join her. Eventually with a mixture of combined
tactics, scrabble, lunge and prayer the pitch was overcome, but where to belay in all
that rubble? Do three doubtful belays plus a wedged leg count the same as one good
Friend? I decided they would, and with what I hoped was a reassuring shout, to keep
the team morale high, started to bring up No.2. We will skip lightly over the next 10
minutes to avoid the Editor's red pencil, and take up the story with her firmly tied into
the middle of a mass of knitting on the opposite side of the gully and strategically
placed to manoeuvre rucksacks and dogs over the chockstone. Then the drama, or
pantomime began. Me heaving from above, Margaret pulling and coaxing from across
the gully, Linda pushing and cajoling as she struggled up behind, and poor Jessie with
her legs sticking out from a cat's cradle of slings, trying desperately to scrabble with
her claws whenever one of the pendulums or spider-like gyrations brought her in
contact with the rock. Luckily no-one else had been foolish enough to attempt the
climb so the avalanche of rocks bounced harmlessly down the gully to be lost from
sight, if not sound, in the mist. She gave me a very reproachful look when I freed her
from the sling and trotted off up the gully bed to the comparative safety of the lop of the
buttress.
We sorted out the tangled ropes, decided to forego any further familiarisation
exercises and headed for the summit and then the Wasdale Bar. Jessie wasn't the only
one with her tail between her legs.
I have just read the Editor's note at the beginning of the Pillar guide book. "The area
suffers from an acute shortage of rock amenable in wet conditions and Pillar Rock in
particular has the unenviable reputation of being one of the slimiest crags in the Lake
District"!
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RHM 1989
Cathy Woodhead

RHM stands for Rendez-Vous Haute Montagne and is an annual meeting at a
mountain venue for women climbers from all over the world. To date meets have been
in Europe, except for one trekking expedition to Nepal several years ago. Romania,
Yugoslavia, Switzerland, France, Italy, Austria, Bulgaria have all hosted meets in the
past. This year's was the 21st meet and the first one to be held in Britain. We chose
North Wales for its variety of climbing, its long tradition of mountaineering, its
accessibility from London and its facilities. We also hoped that there would not be too
many climbers around at this time of year, as many would be in the Alps. Capel Curig
was selected as the centre, and the dates were 20th to 27th August.
I was invited to organise this meet, during the one held last year in Switzerland, and
I was helped tremendously by Sue Logan, who incidentally can speak fluent German
and French, Angela Soper, who contacted the BMC and Louise Dickie who produced
some excellent topos of many of the classic climbs in the area. (Copies of these are now
in Cwm Dyli for Pinnacle Club members to use.)
I have been on several meets over the past 10 years, after first hearing about the
RHM from an Alpine Club newsletter which invited women climbers to attend the
meet in the Dauphine" Alps in 1979.1 went on my own, having no idea what to expect. It
turned out that I was the only English climber to go for some time, although Nea Morin,
the author of the famous climbing autobiography A Woman's Reach, was involved in
the RHM and I met her at a meet a couple of years later. Each meet varies in its location,
organisation and atmosphere; some years it is centred on a campsite and virtually no
preparation has been done, other years sponsors are found and receptions organised.
On one meet the gendarmes des montagnes were roped in as guides! Two years ago the
meet was held at Paklenica in Yugoslavia. Sixteen British climbers went to that one;
most were members of the Pinnacle Club, and it was their first introduction to the
RHM.
Our meet in North Wales needed to have a balance between organisation and
freedom. Many people were coming by train, or plane, so we needed to be sure that
transport would not be a problem. Information from local tourist offices would
probably be appreciated, plus the odd souvenir or gift We were lucky enough to
receive a grant from the British Mountaineering Council which enabled us to hire a
minibus for the week, buy some souvenirs, and help pay for the climbers from Eastern
Europe. The Climbers' Club gave us some guide books and the Welsh Tourist Board
helped to fund an excellent reception at Plas y Brenin. We were very pleased that seven
other countries were represented this year. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Sweden,
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Germany, France, Swii/crlancl, Holland plus, of course, Great Britain, with over 60
climbers attending.
After a lot of searching I at last found an ideal setting for the meet - a small outdoor
centre belonging to a boys' boarding school. We had a cottage with 17 bunks, 4
showers, drying facilities that worked, ample camping in the grounds by a river, a hotel
across the road, and bed and breakfast accommodation next door. This location meant
we could be together, and the facilities we had helped make the meet more
comfortable, with plenty of choice as to where to stay, and eat etc.
The weather is always the biggest risk element when organising anything out of
doors in Britain. This year June and July were just too sunny. Would it last? The
beginning of August saw some mixed weather and no definite settled spell in sight.
However on all but one day we were lucky enough to have dry weather for climbing.
Also, the crags were amazingly empty of other climbers. On the one wet day we visited
an equipment factory and Caernarvon, and tried out the indoor climbing wall at Plas
Mcnai. Each day we had a minibus going to a climbing area. Those with their own
transport took visiting climbers to other venues of their choice. Areas visited included
Trcmadog, Gogarth, Llanbcris, the Moelwyns and Ogwen. Climbing standards ranged
from Easy up to Extremely Severe and there were several ascents of Cenotaph Corner,
Cemetery Gates and the Strand. Some of the participants preferred mountain walking
and these ascended many of the classic ridges of Snowdonia.
Rock-climbing on Welsh rock is different from abroad. Over there the climbs are
protected by bolts screwed into the rock, or by pitons hammered into cracks, whereas
here you have to place your own protection. The climbers from abroad soon got used to
our climbing but found the placing of protection initially tiring, and the necessity of
relying on nuts frightening. One French climber said that she expects to find climbing
at home a bit boring now, as this aspect, she said, added interest and challenge to the
climbing.
Evenings were filled with a reception at Plas y Brenin, two slide shows, one by
Rhona Lampard and Geraldine Westrupp of their recent successful ascent of
Gasherbrum II, and another by the first Dutch women's expedition to Chamlang, there
was a dinner at the Tyn y Coed Hotel plus the usual pub visits.
For many it was their first time in Britain and all the visitors thoroughly enjoyed
their stay; and many said they would be returning in the future.
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Sally Keir (R) (designer of the cover picture, and author of the Lundy article) and Sue
Logan (L) (translator extraordinaire at the RHM meet) at Bus Stop Quarry, Llanberis
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LUNDY 1989
Sally Keir
On a clear day Lundy can be seen from North Devon and from South Wales, and the
line of the mainland coasts can be made out from the island, but on the frequent misty
or hazy days, one might be marooned hundreds of miles from anywhere.
The tale of the 1989 Pinnacle Club expedition might not rank with Tibet or
Greenland, but it undoubtedly had its moments. I have had to batten down an impulse
to change all names (particularly mine) to protect the innocent. What of the moment
when I (the official guide) said triumphantly to my companions "Look, there's the
North Light - we're nearly there", only to realise a moment later that we had been so
busy talking that we had turned 180 degrees and were looking at the landing beach and
the South Light? What of Pru and Margaret's total failure to find even the crag when
looking for Quadratus Lumborum, in spite of explicit instructions? What of the
incipient rebellion on the first pitch of Ulysses Factor, when I almost had to abseil off
because no-one would follow me? (Some time was spent discussing the colour of the
sling they intended to buy me to replace the one I would have to leave behind, but Pru
was eventually shamed into giving it a go, and once she came over, Margaret followed
- how we got Marlene over, however, is a tale I feel she would not wish me to reveal.)
What of the undoubted rebellion that left Pru marooned at the end of Dexter (or start of
Magic Rule, whichever way you care to look at it)? Marlene and I were sitting
comfortably at the top of the Fortress, a marvellous viewpoint, and observed Margaret
going back and forth, up and down, and gesticulating wildly. Unfortunately neither
could hear one another, and eventually Margaret simply untied and disappeared
towards the Devil's Slide, reappearing a few minutes later at the top. When she then
disappeared again, apparently heading south towards the camp site, we felt we should
perhaps go and see if we could be of assistance. We were after all relying on Pru to lead
us up Satan's Slip, for which she had been practising in the Mello all summer, and she
couldn't do that if she was sitting at the bottom of Magic Flute, and the tide was coming
in... And then, of course, I managed to fall off when seconding Albion (which I've led
twice) and I still don't know why.
Rather more inspiring reading is provided by the tale of how Pru, having fallen off
at the top of Road Runner, gritted her teeth and went straight back up and climbed it;
and, Pru again (having been rescued from the rather isolated position described in the
previous paragraph), padding up Satan's Slip without using a single hold and with very
few runners. Don't let anyone tell you Satan's Slip is unprotectable- we saw one bloke
put in no fewer than twelve runners; and Margaret and Pru put up a new route they
called 'Baby Shag' -details on application - the only problem may be finding it again.
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Anyway, the full tally of routes actually achieved is as follows:
Flying Buttress area (first afternoon):
Horseman's Route: done by all four (comment at first sight - "that's never a Severe I'm not leading that")
Diamond Solitaire: Pru and Margaret (comment - "that's not very hard" - but bear in
mind they had just come back from the Mello)
Capucino: Sally and Marlene (comment from Marlene - "it's a bit strange")
Devil's Slide area (second day):
Devil's Slide: Pru and Margaret ("too easy" - but see comment above)
Albion: Marlene and Sally (this is where I fell off)
Dexter: Pru and Margaret (see first paragraph)
Devil's Spine: Sally and Marlene ("very enjoyable")
Devil's Limekiln Area (third day):
Ulysses Factor: everyone (this took all day, for reasons hinted at above, but by way of
excuse, the weather was dubious in the extreme, and it rained hard on the lop pitch. The
first pitch is probably 5a, E6, but the rest is only Severe and very good indeed)
Devil's Spine and Fluted Face area (fourth day):
Dexter: Marlene and Sally ("excellent" - low tide needed)
Devil's Spine: Pru and Margaret ("very enjoyable, though furry")
Performance: Pru and Margaret ("smashing route", but Pru thought she was on Magic
Rule)
Magic Flute: Sally and Marlene (never again, I was nearer being off than I've felt for a
long time. Take a big Hex with you and save it for the last 15 feet)
Satan's Slip: everyone, led by Pru (see comments in third paragraph-personally I used
every crystal and was terrified)
Albion: Pru and Margaret (good route)
Sunset Promontory/Landing Craft Bay area (fifth day):
Take a spare rope for a handrail for the descent to Sunset Promontory.
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Eclipse: everyone (first comment by all on arriving at the top "slab - what slab?" Hint
for future asccnsionists - no need for the sensational swing on the first pilch - simply
bridge up a bit higher and use the good hold for a foothold instead of a handhold. But
it's a smashing little route - low-tide start).
Road Runner Pru and Margaret (see above)
Cow Pic: everyone (the route's OK, but the top's epic - wear a hard hat)
On the last day the weather didn't look too great, so we went for a circular walk round
the island, taking in the North Light (found it this time).
At some point Marlene and I did Quadratus Lumborum, and Pru and Margaret failed
Q.L., but did Baby Shag. I can't remember precisely when we squeezed these in, but it
was the day we saw the goats doing unmentionable things...
In between the actual climbing, we did a fair bit of pub visiting and eating, and our visit
is recorded by a rather drunken entry in the log book. Two days after we left, Pru's
daughter called in on the Winston Churchill, and was directed to this entry by the locals
-1 hope it was legible.
Finally, before I set out all the useful facts and figures about the island, you must
remember to take some Anthisan cream for bites. Whether you camp or self-cater,
Lundy harbours a variety of bug or flea or midge or something quite unlike anything
I've come across anywhere else.
Now for the boring details and the handy hintsLundy is administered by the Landmark Trust, Shottesbrooke, Maidenhead,
Berkshire, SL6 3S W. Tel: 062 882 5925. All bookings and enquiries should be made to
this address.
Lundy is a granite island three miles long and between half and three-quarters of a
mile wide, lying about nineteen miles off the north coast of Devon. It is reached by the
island boat, the MS Oldenburg, in about two and a quarter hours from either Bideford
or Ilfracombe, depending on the state of the tide. The Oldenburg has seating on deck or
inside, and there is a cafe and bar, but she does go up and down quite a lot, so if you've a
sensitive stomach, take some Kwells with you. You are asked to arrive three-quarters
of an hour before sailing, and it is best to do so, as this will give you the pick of the
seats. (Remember it is much less sheltered once out of the harbour.) If you are booked
onto the island, your passage on the Oldenburg is automatically reserved, but you will
need to buy your ticket either at the office on the quay or on board. The luggage weight
limitation is not adhered to very strictly, but everything must be clearly labelled.
Luggage is sent up from the boat separately and can take anything from half an hour to
several hours, so if you want to climb right away, keep some climbing gear with you on
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the boat as hand luggage. Car parking at Bideford is fairly easy, and free, but
Ilfracombe is much more restricted, and if you want to leave your car near or on the
quay, you'll have to get a weekly ticket, which as far as I can remember was about £8.
The return fare on the Oldenburg was £26 in 1989.
Sailing times tend to be round about 10-10.30 in the morning, and about 4.00
coming back, as day trippers are also taken on the boat, and they need a few hours on
the island. Sailings are frequent in the summer, but not daily - the Trust wil 1 send you a
timetable. There is a camp site just outside Ilfracombe, or you can sleep in your car near
the quay without undue disturbance. Ilfracombe has lots of restaurants and carry cuts
selling good local fish and shellfish, but I haven't eaten at Bideford. It's likely to be
much the same, and the pubs are certainly good in both places.
Booking generally has to be done well in advance if you want self-catering
accommodation - up to a year for some places. Rates vary according to the time of
year, but of course the island is a bird sanctuary, and climbing is extremely restricted
until 31st July, so if you want unrestricted access you'll have to go after this date. The
Trust has now started issuing a sheet showing where and when places are still available
at short notice. However, there are often empty spaces on the camp site, and ii may well
be possible to get away with only a couple of weeks notice before you want to go. The
camp-site does have the advantage of not having to be booked for a full week, so it's
more flexible, and it's fairly well sheltered and close to facilities. Camping elsewhere
is not allowed.
There is a shop and a pub/restaurant on the island. The shop has fairly limited
stocks, but they don't like visitors taking too much food in with them, so restrict
yourself to specialities you can't live without. If you're cooking for yourself, it's a
good idea to take things like salt, pepper, herbs, spices, cooking oil, as you don't want
to have to buy a large container and then carry it back. They do sell fresh vcg and fruit,
though a very limited range, and fresh bread and unpasteurised island milk. The cheese
when we were there was incredibly salty and thirst-promoting (no doubt the intention!)
The pub serves excellent bar food, last serving about 7.00 if I remember correctly,
so if you want to eat there you'll have to get back in time. There's also a restaurant
upstairs - good but expensive. The island beer is good (and strong) and the available
wine is reasonable.
Things to see - well, a trip to the church is worthwhile - they've got books
available for borrowing there and also in the Visitor Centre, so you don't really need to
take anything to read. There's a logbook in the pub with records of visits, new routes,
etc (including the ongoing bolts controversy). There's usually a slide show at some
point during the week - get there early enough to get a seat. A trip up the Old Light on a
day with good visibility is also well worthwhile. Don't miss the Devil's Slide and the
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Devil's Limekiln - you can get into the bottom on a low tide. And take a look at the
'Diamond' - you don't actually have to do anything on it. In Gannet Bay on the east
coast you can nearly always find seals, both in and out of the water. Swimming on the
west side is only possible in very calm conditions, but there are some nice bays on the
east.
Now for the climbing. As Stella says in her article in the 1985-87 Journal (which
you should read as well if you've got it or can get hold of it), you've got good rock and
bad rock, but the good rock is superb. You've also got good descents and bad descents,
but rather more of the latter. The descent to American Beauty, for instance, requires
you to tie together two 150ft ropes and change from one to the other in the middle, but
the climb is superb! Also marginally mind-blowing is the abseil for Immaculate Slab,
but if you're used to Gogarth descents, there's nothing very much worse, except
possibly for the loose earth banks you occasionally have to negotiate. A spare rope for
a handrail is advisable.
Although I didn't do any of the following routes on this particular trip, I feel they
also deserve a mention (for one reason or another).
Unreservedly recommended - American Beauty, Formula One. (A bit of weight
training before doing the latter might be a good idea.)
Unreservedly not recommended - China Syndrome and Apsara, No stars at all.
Finally, the guidebook. At the time of writing the latest one I know of is the Gary
Gibson 1985 Guide.
Have fun!
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IN REVERSE
Royanne Wilding
What goes up must come down - sooner or later, although climbers don't often end
up visiting the hadal abysses. I always assumed caving would be like climbing, but
down instead of up. Being absolutely terrified of the dark I wasn't really sure I'd like it,
so it was with some trepidation that I dug out my wet suit and joined the Pinnacle Club
caving meet in 1986.
This experience should have put any sane person off caving for ever. Within
minutes we were wading chest deep in chilly November water, doubled up beneath a
low roof with just about enough air space for breathing.
We arrived at a 15 foot pitch and put a ladder down it - no climbing ethics at all and spent the next hour crawling through rock strewn passages on our stomachs at
worst, hands and battered knees (I hadn't heard of kneepads then) at best, finally
arriving in a chamber at the foot of what looked like a big jumbled heap of rocks with a
waterfall thundering away at one end. Our leader sat on the rocks peering at a small
damp diagram trying to work out which way we had come, and how we were going to
get back -1 was totally lost, and wouldn't even have been able to find my way out of the
waterfall chamber so I sat apart from them and tried to savour the atmosphere of my
first cave - dark and noisy, no views, no feeling of wide open spaces, no colour other
than shades of brown, and fresh air only in the form of an icy draught wafting down the
invisible shaft above us.
So if I wasn't that impressed, why did I go again when chance discussion at some
party was followed by an invitation to go caving with a local club?
A much longer trip this time saw me descending free climbable pitches by ladder.
Real crawling this time - when you have to drag yourself along on your elbows and
there is no room to turn your head, and you find yourself trying blindly to crawl
through the wall because the wormhole you are following has turned a corner. It
introduced me to the first real breath-taking beauties of underground formations.
Delicate straws and helictites suspended from the roof of a small cavern glittered in the
lights from our lamps, like the best crystal and diamonds, but displayed only for those
intrepid enough to venture into the depths of the earth.
By the end of this trip I was satisfyingly physically knackered and ached in places
I'd forgotten about since I'd first learnt to windsurf- caving exercises muscles doctors
have never heard of. I was also extremely pleased to see green grass and blue sky again
when I emerged from the wretched rabbit hole of an exit - and I was loudly hooked on
caving.
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Three years later, with much of my limited spare time having been spent
underground I hold a wealth of impressions of this hidden world. The incredible
decorations. Stalactites hang down like swords, or bar passages with glittering
portcullises. Stalagmites form mounds like old fashioned beehives and hcliclitcs stick
out, entwined and twisted like frozen tufts of reindeer moss. Sculpted columns frame
the entrance to a caver's paradise. Flowstonc drapes in elegant folds down the cave
walls, or hangs like filigree lacework curtains. Fairy castles overlook crystal pools,
chandeliers fit to grace a palace dangle high above us. Calcite in shades from glistening
white through palest peach to richest ochre, cascades in solid waves down the walls
and across the rocks. Gour pools with sides as delicately beautiful as a coral reef, arc
filled with crystal clear, faintly blue water. Sinister sumps - black, foam flecked, evil
pools, silent, motionless, waiting.
The immensity of space underground - abseiling free for 100 feet or more slowly
down vast fluted shafts, is really awe inspiring. (I must also admit that prussiking back
up with nothing between me and the bottom except a slender rope (which appears
thinner the longer I'm suspended on it) never ceases to be a sobering experience.)
Passages so large one expects an underground train to come rushing out, avcns that
vanish into the darkness above, airy traverses above fathomless holes to rig abseil
lines, thundering waterfalls and spray filled air, and all this darkness lit only by the
puny circles of lamplight.
In total contrast come the crawls, through liquid mud, icy water, or across rock
polished by the passage of cavers. First a crouch, then down to hands and knees, then,
flat out grovelling, plaits trailing in the mud, water seeping into the deepest reaches of
my wetsuit (thateven Heineken can't reach). Space between water and ceiling gets less
and less. Blasted tackle bag - heave it, roll it, drag it, shove it. Can't see a thing - bump
into someone else's boot soles. The tube narrowing, room only to heave along with
elbows and toe tips, helmet off, head twisted to one side, stuck, can't move anywhere,
twitch muscles, breathe in, heave, grunt, groan, one last stupendous effort, and I'm
through.
The objective dangers - blocks poise precariously above - hanging death waiting
to succumb to gravity. Rising water - what is the weather doing - sudden thaw?
Torrential thunderstorm?
The thrill of exploration - let's see where this passage goes; challenges posed by
route finding - have we passed this stal before, have we taken a wrong turning on the
way back? (there are over 30km of passage in which to lose oneself in one system).
I suppose it is the spirit of adventure that calls me back again and again, like a drug
so that every time I see a hole in the ground, or in a glacier, there is an urge to explore it,
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to find out what secrets it hides, to plumb its deepest depths - the reverse of reaching
the highest summits.
And fear of the dark? Somehow the darkness down there is different.
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THE ROUTE CLIMBED BY THOUSANDS
Marguerite
Italy. It was just as Marguerite had imagined it - hot, sunny, with superb pizzas,
delectable ice cream, and wine by the gallon. And if being on the blunt end of a tight
rope merits the phrase, she had even been climbing - on the vast, terrifyingly holdless
slabs of the Mello valley, wearing little else but a bikini and Fires.
But balancing on nothing was too frightening, so an early morning saw her en route
for Lecco, with fellow Pinnacler Trudy, and Trudy's daughter Kate intent on a route
with real holds. To ensure a balance of talents, Marguerite had chosen her team with
care; Trudy was a reliable climber, good at route finding, full of determination, and
tall. At 16, Kate had a natural ability, and the confidence and boldness of youth, and
could, should an emergency arise, be useful to attract assistance from passing Italian
males.
Lecco, with dazzling limestone walls rising out of the verdant forests above Lake
Como, had been Cassin's training ground in the '20s, and the team's objective was the
Cassin route on the Corna di Medale, a veritable classic. Reasoning that if it really was
"the most famous and popular limestone climb in the entire Alps", as the guidebook
claimed, there would be a motorway to its foot, they intended dumping sacs at the
bottom of the route to climb unencumbered. Incautious optimism!
They were on a rough track which ran below the crag- all they had to do was find
the path which many feet before theirs had trodden through the 150 yards of scrub
separating them from the rock. The vegetation was a botanist's paradise, of special
interest to connoisseurs of prickly, spiky, dense growing plants, and of bushes which
thrive on unstable banks of earth or scree. Small tracks led upwards through the scrub obviously to vegetatious rarities, since they would suddenly stop for no apparent
reason. The team scanned the crag in vain for significant features, and in the morning
heat tried an assortment of trails. When they did reach the rock,they dismissed the
possible start as not polished enough. A retreat into the scrub again, till Marguerite
found another start. 20 feet up, the pleasant polished Diff became a new route at H VS,
and she retreated ignominiously. But as she slithered back into the brambles, she saw a
yellow blob across the face, the elusive paint mark they had been seeking. More jungle
bashing, and they were at the proper start -the one they had rejected two hours earlier.
It was nearly 2 o'clock, the route was over 1000 feet long, and they had four hours
of daylight. The seconds would have to carry the sacks. Trudy, out in front, tried to save
time by running out a full rope length on each pitch, a commendable idea, in theory.
Cries from below of "10 feet", "five feet", and "That's me" were studiously ignored,
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and then would come a shout from above to "move up a bit", so Trudy could reach her
chosen perch and engineer a belay on a tiny stance some 20 feet above a commodious
ledge. Several pitches up her seconds mutinied, and thereafter conventional,
comfortable stances were used.
This was Marguerite's first route on Italian limestone, and she was awed by the
vertical whiteness all around. The route was more or less 4B, if you pulled on a couple
of pieces of gear, as the book implied one did, but she mistrusted the notion that itreally
did continue at such an amenable standard, for so many pitches, when all around were
overhangs or impending walls. She had visions of the consequences of getting off route
- free abseils, pendulums...and willed Trudy to keep watching the polish.
They had decided it would be quicker not to swap leads, so Trudy climbed
unfettered while Marguerite carried her sack, with her own small one inside. This was
the very sack she had come to loathe two years before: trudging in remote Asia, with
the brand new monstrosity, she had realised how excruciatingly uncomfortable it was,
and when Trudy offered to buy it she had never expected to experience its torture again.
Now the accursed thing was pulling at her shoulders, and the high back caught on her
helmet so she couldn't lift her head. She felt like a harnessed donkey. Aggravated, she
eventually swapped sacks with Kate, who promptly slowed down. Three specks on the
white rock, the sole party on the crag, they continued upwards.
They knew they had reached the crux traverse when they saw the shrine - a
monument to two local worthies, in a recess by the belay. Very ominous. The book
described this as Robin Cousins' favourite pitch. The name meant nothing till Trudy
started. Of course - the Olympic ice-skater! In devious style, best left to the
imagination, Trudy led the glassy section managing some ingenious nut placements.
Kate balanced delicately across like a dancer. Marguerite tried to emulate her poise,
but clung on desparately to free a jammed nut, her feet slithering on the slippery holds.
Then upwards again for an age. The sun was behind the crag now; how low was it?
Tension was building, pitches stretched beyond the length of the rope again. They were
aware that they had no torch.
Trudy and Marguerite had several precedents for finishing a route in the gathering
gloom and descending in the dark. They remembered down-climbing the descent
gully on the Mot, in pitch darkness, after a fast, but not fast enough, ascent of the
Cracks at twilight, and the time when they had a late start and then a minor epic on
Munich Climb one June day, when they eventually got back to the road at half past ten.
That had been on familiar ground at home though - this was abroad, they had lost count
of the pitches, and didn't know what the way off was like.
Suddenly there were green trees and a flatness. They had finished. They drained the
water bottle, parched, but there was no time to linger. Their feet still squashed into rock
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boots, they followed a reassuring chain downwards. No problems finding ihc way this
lime though, and as dusk fell they threw their sacks in the car, and drove off in search of
celebratory beers.
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A GREAT EFFORT
Shirley Angell

Our Editor requested an article about producing the Pinnacle Club History. The
idea did not appeal. I have done enough writing, I thought, without doing any more; but
I must do my best. So I have stolen Menlove Edwards' title as quite apt in the
circumstances.
I suppose I wrote Pinnacle Club because I have such a strong belief that everybody
is individual, interesting and important. History is so inclined to pick on some names at
the expense of others, and even in literature the well-known words of obscure writers
are liable to be attributed to their better-known contemporaries, So here I was, on a
crusade to redress the balance.
I started with the hardly revolutionary concept that a club is the sum total of all its
members, and with the knowledge that few, if any, would respond to a general plea for
information. I decided to write a personal letter to each member, at first to those who
joined between 1921 and 1930, then dealing with each ten-year period similarly until
the cut-off point in 1982.1 soon learned to enclose a postage stamp for a reply.
Even when the book took longer to edit and publish than expected, I stuck to the
original scheme, merely including a general review of new events up to 1988. The
book was quite long enough already, and others can write of the new trends better than
I.
My first action was to tape-record a long interview with Len Winthrop Young.
When I got home and started to transcribe it I discovered to my horror that when I had
turned the cassette over I had pressed the wrong button first, losing the last 15 minutes
of Len's reminiscences. How mortifying! Fortunately Len's remembrances of her
introduction to climbing and the early years of the Club were intact. Later on, Alison
Adam took me to see Trilby Wells, once again with the tape recorder. First Trilby said
she wanted to talk privately without being recorded, and she told us of the discovery of
Pat Kelly's climbing shoe on Tryfan, saying I could use the information at my
discretion. Afterwards she approved my written account.
I had already received Pat Kelly's and Gabriel Eden-Smith's letters from Margaret
Darvall and Len Winthrop Young, and been given a copy of Gabriel's climbing diary
by Muriel Files, of the Fell and Rock CC. I was rapidly acquiring a fine collection of
letters, diaries and photographs for the archives, many of which were later used as
illustrations in the book. These I bound, or mounted in files, so that Club members
could enjoy them. I also arrived at Club meets with arms full of typewritten sheets for
people to criticise. How long-suffering you all were!
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Quite early on I started looking for a publisher and sent the unfinished manuscript
to Livia Gollancz. She said that although the contents were fascinating to members,
they would have too limited an appeal to the public at large. After that I tried Virago,
then several smaller publishers and was delighted to be approached, in 1985, by Peter
Hodgkiss of Ernest Press. He was of the same opinion when he read the manuscript,
and said I had the choice of writing for members or of widening the horizon to include a
comprehensive history of women's mountaineering, with far less intimate detail. This
I was not prepared to do: I wanted readers to experience the cumulative effect which
the stories of a number of women of all abilities would produce. This alone would be a
true picture of the Club and, indeed, of mountaineering as a whole.
Meanwhile, I was moving house to Scotland and had no time for a book which
refused to get itself published. Hesitantly I asked Gwen Moffat if she would like to
read it, knowing how trying it can be for authors whose friends and acquaintances send
them unsolicited manuscripts. She responded readily, and her enthusiasm inspired me
to forge ahead. I spoke to the Committee of my plans, and wrote to Ken Wilson, who
strongly advised me to publish privately. He put me in touch with Geoff Millburn for
further advice and help. Finally, Peter Hodgkiss told me to save money by being my
own publisher and offered guidance whenever I needed it. Ken Vickers said Cordee
would be happy to distribute the book once published.
As for finance, I wasted a great deal of time and energy on applying for grants; but
had a wonderful response from members in donations and pre-publication sales. Other
clubs responded well too.
Meanwhile, lan and I had bought a computer and I learnt to use it by rewriting the
book, cutting its length by a third (to 150,000 words). Putting the text on floppy disks
saved over £3,000. Gwen Moffat and Janet Davies edited at this stage, while I used up
scrap paper trying our various titles. Finally Angela Soper and Margaret Clennett did
the line editing, very fiercely. They cut out some of my favourite bits, making it a far
better book.
Publishing was tremendous fun: getting estimates, choosing a typesetter, a
half-tone producer for the illustrations, a printer and binder. The cover had to be
designed and colour separations prepared for the specialists in colour printing, who
forwarded the sheets to a processer for the textured plastic coating. Most of the firms
were in Glasgow, and all were helpful and hospitable. I made a few mistakes, the worst
being my initial conviction that experts would know what I wanted and could be left to
their own devices. This resulted in the book illustrations being paler than the prints
which a friend had spent many hours perfecting; something which could have been
corrected easily at an early stage.
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I am glad to say that the biggest single job was a feminine affair. A young woman
called Ann was in charge of the typesetting and layout. In my innocence I thought that a
script typeset from a floppy disk would be identical. Far from it! For example,
sometimes, for no reason, an acute accent E would be transcribed as a capital C cedilla,
or a passage I had deleted would unaccountably reappear. By the time it was ready for
the printers I had re-read the entire text six times, finding both mild and shocking errors
on each occasion. I feared I hadn't caught them all, and how right I was. Maybe I
should have read the text seven times, but time rushed on and the printers were saving
me a slot in October. Now, when I see ludicrous errors in other people's books, I pause
before saying "ignorant twits".
One matter of interest is that to get an International Standard Book Number I had to
become a publishing house. There is already an Angel Press and a Pinnacle Press, and
at any rate "Pinnacle Club" was much more suitable. In consequence the Club is a
publishing house if it so wishes and can get an ISBN for any future publications. I also
gave the copyright to the Pinnacle Club, because members have given so much to the
book.
As I write this, the book has been published for a year and has already paid for
itself. I remember the thrill of the first review, in the Yorkshire Evening Post, and the
fun of going to the BBC in Glasgow and being interviewed on MacGregor's Gathering,
(lan pre-set the tape-recorder so that he could listen when he came home from work,
but the machine switched itself off just as I was being introduced! I had not wanted to
listen to myself, but discovered that I felt frustrated as well.) There was also the
pleasure of attending the 1989 Boardman-Tasker Award at the Alpine Club. Better
than these are the kind letters and comments from members, but the best moment of all
came when the book went to the binders. I knew it would really be published at last
without my lifting another finger! After six years the Great Effort was accomplished!
Postscript
Since I wrote this article, the book has brought me in touch with Mrs Margaret
Jenkins, a niece of Emily Kelly, the Pinnacle Club's founder. It is marvellous to have
some background information for the club, and for other climbing historians too. Bill
Peascod was most anxious to have more information for his book Women Climbing,
but I was unable to supply it at the time.
Mrs. Jenkins writes: "We always called Emily Kelly 'Auntie Em'. She was the
second eldest of a large family, six girls and one boy. The boy and a girl died young,
and her mother died in her late thirties. There were also five half sisters and brothers.
"Her maiden name was Bowler. Her father, my grandfather, was one of a large
family also, mostly farmers or farmers' wives, from the Cheshire/Staffordshire
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borders. Grandpa Bowler did not farm; he married a schoolmistress, and went to live in
Macclesfield as a carpenter. His brothers sent their milk to someone in Manchester
who 'forgot' to pay them, so it was decided that he would start a milk business in
Manchester, and the brothers would send their milk to him. This proved quite
profitable, and he soon had a house and dairy (and four large houses opposite) built in
Hamilton Road, Longsight. The house is now a kindergarten."
"Aunt Em was a secretary, shorthand typist, She was very kind to her nieces and
nephews, always brought fruit or biscuits when she came to see us, and found places
for us to stay for holidays - mainly in North Wales or Anglesey. She took me to a
firework display in the disused copper mine at Alderley Edge, Cheshire (now closed).
Uncle Harry's (Kelly) nephew was also at the mine, and Auntie Em was teaching us
both to climb the walls there. She lived for a short time at a house in Cheadle Heath,
near Stockport, and one of my sisters and I stayed with her there. I am not sure of
Auntie Em's age, but she was about eight years older than my mother who was bom in
1882.1 was ten when Auntie Em died."
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THE PURCHASE OF CWM DYLI
Jean Drummond
The Club had enjoyed an uninterrupted tenancy of Cwm Dyli since 1932, but in the
spring of 1985 our landlords, the CEGB, dropped their bombshell.They were only
prepared to renew our lease for three years, we would be responsible for "all repairs
and outgoings", and our rent was to be increased by a factor of 5000%. We had
previously paid a nominal rent of £ 10 per annum, and although a rent of £500 was more
realistic, the Club felt there would be grave difficulties in raising this extra money
every year,together with the finance required for maintenance, and a new roof, which
was going to be needed in the near future.
The Club had approached the CEGB on several occasions over the previous years,
with a view to purchasing the hut, and had always met with a refusal, but it was decided
to approach them once more. Our request was met with a lukewarm response from
local officials. Club member Penny Storey gave us the idea to "go to the top" and write
to the Chairman of the CEGB, The Lord Marshall. A very favourable and helpful reply
was received and thus began three years of lengthy negotiations.
We engaged Martin Wragg, a member of the Climbers' Club, as our solicitor.
Martin was forever patient and professional, giving the Club sound advice and
reassuring the Hon. Secretary when yet more months of letters and phone calls went by
with no apparent progress, and owning the hut seemed as far away as ever.
Eventually a purchase price of £10,000 was agreed, but we had to install our own
electricity supply, which cost £3358. Previously our supply had been by "grace and
favour" from the Power Station; now we had to link to the National Grid.
Numerous points had to be negotiated when drawing up the contract. Many were
the letters and telephone calls, and there were two important face-to-face meetings,
one with Martin Wragg, and one with the CEGB. The Board insisted that there could be
no formal vehicular access, and that parking must be at the higher layby. They also
insisted on rights of access to our land at all times, with rights of pre-emption and
hell-fire clauses. They did, however, agree that maintaining the lane from the main
road to the Power Station was their sole responsibility. We do of course have a
pedestrian right of way through the Power Station yard to our cottage.
It was pointed out during negotiations that we would be unable to have a septic
tank, as there was not sufficient fall on our land.
Meanwhile, the Hon. Treasurer had the unenviable job of fund-raising. Raffles
were held, many members gave donations or interest-free loans,and we are grateful to
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John Richardson of the Rucksack Club who was sponsored to do the three peaks by
foot and bicycle. He raised over £300 for us in the most treacherous weather
conditions. After lengthy negotiations, we received a Sports Council grant of £9000
towards the purchase and a new roof.
On the 5th August 1988, four Club members appointed as Trustees by the
committee signed the contract and Cwm Dyli was our very own.
Stirling and imaginative work has since been done by Dai Lampard and workers to
give us a cottage of which we can be proud. A celebration party to commemorate the
purchase of Cwm Dyli and its renovation was enthusiastically planned for the
Anniversary meet in November, 1990.
(Editor's note: During the negotiations, Jean Drummond was Hon. Secretary, and
Stella Adams Hon. Treasurer.)

Jane Stedman in the refurbished Cwm Dyli
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BIRTHS
Jenny Bcalc and Colin

a son

1988

Rhona Lampard and Dai a daughter 1990

DEATHS
Alison Adam

1990

Daloni Cooper (Seth-Hughcs) 1988
Dorothea Gravina

1990

Marjorie Heys-Joncs

1989

Constance Perry

1990

Brenda Ritchie

1987
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OBITUARIES
ALISON ADAM 1928 - 1990
Alison, one of our longest serving, active members, died peacefully in her sleep
last June.
Her wish to climb first led her to hire the Keswick guide for a week, as she knew no
one else who could show her the mountains. In 1927 she met Marjorie Wood, and came
to her first Pinnacle Meet at Easter, 1928, climbing on Central Buttress of Dow Crags.
From then on she joined in many activities, walking and skiing in the Dales, and she
and Marjorie did tops in Austria and Norway.
Alison was a teacher, and, working in London during the war, she also manned an
information desk at one of the main-line stations at weekends. As a member of the Fell
and Rock Club, their London walks must have been a godsend.
Present members will remember Alison for the Yorkshire meets which she took
over and ran for many years, enthusiastically wanting to share with others the
Yorkshire that she loved. In 1989 she walked the 11 mile circuit with us all; her kindly
cheerful presence one again enhancing the meet. Of course she was a keen supporter of
the Anniversary and Dinner meets.
At her funeral service the vicar told how disappointed Alison had been last year
when her holiday had had to be cancelled through lack of support. It was to have been
walking in the foothills of the Himalayas - not an unusual destination for Pinnacle
Club members, but how marvellous at the age of 82 to have such undiminished zest for
exploring new places.
She will be greatly missed.
Anne Wood

DOROTHEA GRAVINA 1956 - 1990
Dorothea was 53 when Gwen Moffat first met her, on a Beginners' Course in Skye,
and said she had more energy and enthusiasm than anyone else - all of course years
younger. Many mountaineers have defied old age but there are not many Dorotheas.
Her batteries never seemed to need recharging.
On the way back from Cho Oyu we were to be called at 4 am to catch a plane;
Dorothea was still reading in bed after midnight. In her late seventies, en route to an
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Annapurna trek, she travelled from Istanbul to Nepal by local bus - "So much more
amusing than flying."
Dorothea's climbing started in Africa in 1925, when she climbed Table Mountain.
She added Kibo and Kilimanjaro in 1928. Her first Alpine climbs were in 1930. She
was climbing regularly in the Alps and Britain from 1950 onwards. 1967 was a good
year, including the Peuteret, with fog, snow and high wind, the Schalligrat on the
Weisshom, Mont Blanc solo, Point Lenana on Mount Kenya, threequarters up
Bhatian. At 63 she led the North Ridge of the Weissmies on a PC and LAC Meet. In her
late seventies and early eighties she was still going to ABMSAC Alpine Meets and
often to AC lectures.
1959 was Dorothea's first Himalayan trip, as a member of the international Cho
Oyu Expedition, with Claude Kogan as leader. After the tragic death of Claude, the
Belgian Claudine Van der Straten and a sherpa, when their high camp was swept away
by an avalanche, and another sherpa was killed in an avalanche on a rescue attempt, the
expedition was abandoned and Dorothea took over the leadership on the retreat.
In 1962 Dorothea led the Jagdula Expedition to West Nepal. The members were all
Pinnacle Club. They climbed Kanjiroba (about 22,450 feet) and Kagmara I, II and III,
all first ascents.
Dorothea's vitality and quirkiness spilt over into everything she did or wrote. I like
her note on yaks: "Melancholy animals with very long black hair and tiny feet, like
animated hearth rugs. Both ends look alike. One can never be sure till it moves if one is
looking at the north or south end of a yak."
The last time I saw Dorothea, at the ABMSAC dinner in October 1989, she was on
top of the world, enjoying the party and not letting lameness or deafness spoil her
evening.
Margaret Darvall

DALONI COOPER (SETH-HUGHES) 1932 - 1988
Daloni loved the mountains, and she and my other sister, Penelope, together with
Evelyn Leech, had many happy climbing expeditions in the days before the war. She
and Penelope had an especially good holiday in Switzerland in 1934, doing the
Breithorn, Matterhorn andZinal Rothorn, which in those days was much more of a feat
than it is now.
After her marriage and move to Plymouth in 1935, and the arrival of her five
children, climbing was a happy memory of the past, but after our old home in Bangor
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was sold in 1961 she always brought her children and grandchildren to the hut every
year, and instilled in them her love of the hills. We had been at the opening of the hut
and it was always a very special place for her. She celebrated her 80th birthday there,
and with a walk to Idwal.
Jennet Campbell (Seth-Uughes)

MARJORffi HEYS-JONES 1930 - 1989
Marjorie read mathematics at Newnham College, Cambridge, and pursued a
notable career in teaching and public service. Between 1936 and 1963, she was the
headmistress of Copthall County Grammar School for Girls in North London. She
joined the Pinnacle Club in 1930 and long outlived her earliest climbing companions,
Evelyn Lowe, Jean Orr-Ewing and Susan Harper. She died in August 1989 at the age of
91.
Her love of climbing and of outdoor holidays and pursuits is well documented in a
number of letters written home to her parents in the 1930s and 1940s, and in accounts
which she wrote up afterwards from notes. A trip to Maloja with Susan Harper in 1947
contains the following extracts, which reflect her lively style and the intense
enjoyment she gained from all her expeditions:
"We made an ascent of Monte Forno, using my nylon rope, which, only bought as
no other was available, brought me great fame in the hut as all nationalities wished to
see it".
"We were horrified on our return from the Forno glacier to find that three sections
of the Club de Femmes Alpinistes had converged on the hut to spend a week there. We
were faced with eighty people in a place where fifty at the most could find
accommodation, and with a set of women who made long toilets and never ceased
talking! However, I forgave them everything when on the last morning, the mist being
down and nobody able to go out, they insisted that I removed my very rotten breeches
to put in a false bottom - in such a way is international good feeling fostered!"
She lived long enough to gain immense pleasure from Shirley Angell's History of
Women Climbing, and constantly dipped into this in her last months and enjoyed
having passages read to her.
Her own final words in her account of her Maloja holiday seem to sum up fittingly
my aunt's lifelong love of the mountains - a love which she has always shared with her
family as well as friends:
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"Our visit was then finished and we returned to the plains to find them unutterably
hot and dried up. It had been such fun to be so carefree, to meet other people again and
above all, to find that the hills do not change - they only seem to grow more beautiful".
Ruth Edwards
(Footnote: Marjorie did not fulfil her wish to visit the Himalayas, but her ashes were
scattered, by Ruth, or a ridge near Rupkund snow lake, in the Garhwal, at a shrine to
Ganesh, a deity associated with education and learning.)

BRENDA RITCHIE 1926 - 1987
I met Brenda only once, but on that occasion she made a very big impression and I
remember her very clearly even though it is over thirty years ago. I have been reading
through the references to her in Shirley's excellent book but she comes out as a
shadowy figure, not attending many meets but leading splendid climbs.
In 1957 it fell to me to lead an Alpine meet. At that time I had never visited the
Dolomites and I thought a meet there would be a good opportunity for me to see that
area. Imagine my delight when the first applicant was Brenda. I had heard so much
about her, that a guide had said that the best rock climber, man or woman, who he had
ever known was Brenda Ritchie. Naturally Brenda took over the organising of the
meet. She very much wanted to visit the Pala group herself but soon unselfishly said
that for our party it would be better to go to the Sella Pass. S he engaged Johann Demetz
as a guide and organised the party so that everyone was climbing almost every day.
Johann would take two members on his rope and allow another rope to follow. When
some of the party were not catered for, Brenda would suggest walks. I remember very
clearly that she wrote down a description of a walk which AnneLittlejohn and I were to
make to Piz Selva via the Gemsband. We carried the description with us and studied it
when necessary. At one point where the way seemed to be completely cut off by a
vertical wall, we re-read the note. Brenda's reference to this apparent impasse was
simply 'narrow in places'. We eventually found a through route and it has remained for
me the most hair-raising unroped 'walk' I have ever made. Brenda was sometimes
diffident about taking out a party on her own for she was a perfectionist and if she
volunteered to lead a climb she would have to do it without putting a foot wrong over
route finding, both on the ascent and descent. On the Grade 4 climbs in the Dolomites
that is no small achievement.
I still have one very amusing picture of Brenda in my mind. There was a group of
young men in the hut who hoped to climb to the standard of three or four. Of course had
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they been doing sixes they would not have had so much trouble but they had found
route finding on the easier climbs very difficult. One of our party said that she would
introduce them to an expert who would advise them. When they met Brcnda they could
not hide their boredom. How could this gentle middle-aged rather old-fashioned
looking lady help them? As she talked their attitude changed and they became full of
attention. There was no doubt that these were words of wisdom and every one went
down in their notebooks.
My introduction to the Dolomites had been memorable and as for all the members
of the meet, it was Brenda who had really enriched it. Sadly for the club this was the last
meet which Brenda attended. The other great love of her life, horses, took over.
Eileen Healey
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REVIEWS
ROCK CLIMBING IN NORTHERN ENGLAND
by Bill Birkett and John White. Constable, 1990. £9.95

The authors consider that there is a need for a single guide to cover an area from
South Lancashire to the Northern borders, covering around 60 crags. I do not share
their view. Many of the outcrops have superb routes at all grades, but unless one has
"local knowledge" it may be difficult for the visitor to identify these routes from the
brief descriptions of the climbs selected. On the photographs, the bold lines marking
routes only add to the confusion by obliterating natural features which could be used
for identification.
It may be a bumper bundle at the price, but I prefer to carry a smaller book which
provides a more comprehensive guide to a selected area.
Marlene Halliwell

GREAT VS CLIMBS IN THE LAKE DISTRICT
by Tim Noble. David and Charles, 1989, £16.00

My initial impressions of Tim Noble's book were quite favourable. The first colour
photograph shows a fine view of North West Arete on Gimmer Crag, and on the facing
page the introduction provides a well-reasoned justification for climbing oh remote
crags. The author then proceeds to explain his particular approach, which is to link
several worthwhile VS climbs (fine if you can climb VS) by means of a circular walk.
In general, this works quite well. The Langdale circuit takes in White Ghyll, Pavey
Ark, Gimmer and Raven Crag and even without the climbs provides an excellent walk.
In some instances, however, Noble's approach is contrived, since he attempts to make
the landscape fit in with his idea. It is regrettable that not all crags are ideally situated
and only God can move mountains. The Borrowdale circuit, for example, makes a
detour over to the western side of the river and then crosses back to the eastern side. I
fail to see the point of this, since the selected climbs lie east of the river.
Although the black and white photographs are often quite poor, there are plenty of
very attractive colour pictures. I enjoyed reading Noble's descriptions of the climbs; I
found them easy to read in that they successfully invoked a sense of atmosphere and
occasion without being over-pretentious. It is unfortunate that his description of
Engineer's Slabs abandons this lucid style and takes the form of a chatty letter to a
friend. The style of this particular piece is personal and self-indulgent, and at odds with
the rest of the book. Like an amateur talent contest, it has all the makings of a good
cringe!
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Whether or not you will enjoy Great VS Climbs in the Lake District depends on
your position on the mountain walking/rock climbing continuum. The dedicated
cragrat, wishing to conserve her lycra - swathed strength for the actual rock, will not
give this book a second glance, and the sturdy walker who enjoys the occasional V Diff
will probably find the climbs too hard. Those who occupy the middle ground, however,
will find some entertaining reading and useful ideas. May they also find the stamina to
carry them out.
Sue Logan

100 CLASSIC CLIMBS: LAKE DISTRICT
by S Reid and S Ashton. Cordee Press, 1989, £9.95
This is a bumper (though pocket sized) book which contains about 170 climbs of all
grades between Diff and E2. Most of the classic routes are described, as well as many
excellent climbs on little visited crags. Scrubby and Eagle Crag, in the Eastern Fells are
included, as well as Neckband Crag in Langdale. I was quite suprised to see Deer Bield
Buttress described, as part of the crag has fallen down, leaving this particular route
without its original top pitch and some other routes in a very dangerous condition.
As well as all the obvious mountain routes, the book also includes many favourite
valley crags too. There is also a good spread of routes across the grades; approximately
30 Diffs and V Diffs, 100 Severes and VS's and 30 El and E2 climbs are clearly
described.
This guide book has much to recommend it. The layout is very clear and great care
has been taken to describe the location of the start of each route individually. (A
welcome inclusion for anyone who resents the usual guidebook practice of locating
routes from all the previous routes described on the crag.) This information is essential
for any climber who is unfamiliar with the crag or the particular route.
The maps and crag diagrams are clear and concise. Written description is limited to
the essential details, but a topo diagram is included for each section of the crag. The use
of diagrammatic information seems to very successful and Steve Ashton is to be
congratulated upon the clarity of his drawings.
Within the text there are short essays by Steve Reid including personal glimpses
and historic detail. These essays appear on the same page as the climbs, thus enhancing
the topographical details.
The text and the detailed diagrams combine well together to provide an excellent
guidebook as well as a good read.
Stella Adams
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THE CRAG GUIDE TO ENGLAND AND WALES
by David Jones. Crowood Press, 1989, £9.95
If you are an enthusiast who always has a pair of rock boots in the car, this book
could keep them company. Dividing England and Wales into ten areas, it lists some
1300 crags and bouldering places, with instructions on how to get there using a road
atlas. Each entry summarises the height and aspect of the crag, the type and quality of
the climbing, and restrictions, access problems and traps for the unwary, and gives a
comment on how worthwhile a visit would be. The information is mostly up to date and
correct, as would be expected since it was taken from the recognised guidebooks,
which are suitably acknowledged and listed. The space allocated to each crag is not
necessarily in keeping with its importance and some of the assessments are very
subjective. However the book achieves its main objective and could be very useful to
climbers visiting from abroad.
Angela Soper

TREKKING IN PAKISTAN AND INDIA
by Hugh Swift. Hodder and Stoughton, 1990, £10.95
This is a companion volume to Trekking in Nepal, West Tibet and Bhutan, both
books being based on the author's earlier The trekkers' guide to the Himalaya and
Karakorum written in 1982. It gives an extensive introduction to trekking as an
activity, with advice about different styles of trekking, mountain photography, health
precautions, maps, preparations for the journey, equipment etc. It also provides
information about Himalayan natural history and about a number of languages and
dialects. It then describes nine areas (Chitral, Gilgit and Hunza, Kashgar, Baltistan,
Ladakh and Zanskar, Himachal Pradesh, Garhwal, and Sikkim), for each of them
providing sketch maps, details of travel and accommodation, and suggested treks.
Hugh Swift obviously loves the mountains and trekking, and his enthusiasm is
infectious (anyone who recommends including a frisbee in trekking equipment can't
be too dour a traveller); in consequence this is an enjoyable book to dip into or to read to
inspire yourself or friends for future trips. It is however large and bulky and not
something to be carried on the trip. This makes the detail in the reference sections (for
example, the language glossaries) less useful than that in more portable books such as
the Lonely Planet guides. Presumably the solution is to photocopy these sections, but
this is never entirely satisfactory. Another problem is that there are some irritating
lapses in the editing (perhaps arising from the laborious task of revising the earlier
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edition). For example, in chapter 3 Swift says that in later chapters he will give the
going rates for porters as of 1989 for each area. This was information I actually wanted,
but looked for in vain; even looking up 'porters', 'fees', 'prices' etc in the index didn't
direct me to this information. Another example is that in a section on Hunza he
mentions that there is a photograph of Baltit fort on the front cover; this is wrong, the
front cover being a picture of the upper Swat valley. In themselves these sorts of slips
may be trivial, but they do lead me to worry that some of the other information given in
the book may be less than reliable.
In general then, this is a useful overview book to be used for background reading,
deciding where to go, and preparing for a trip. It is not something to be slipped into
your back pocket for use on the journey, and information given in the book should be
checked locally.
Sally Maclntyre

TREKKING IN NEPAL, WEST TIBET AND BHUTAN
by Hugh Swift. Hodder and Stoughton, 1989, £9.95

The companion volume to the book reviewed above, it contains close-packed
information on trekking routes throughout the area. It is difficult to judge the accuracy
and completeness of the descriptions without knowing the region, but I certainly found
the previous edition useful in Garhwal, surprisingly more detailed and helpful than I
expected from an initial read. The appendices on Natural History and Medical
problems make interesting reading, as do the sections on the Nepali and Tibetan
languages. Very comprehensive, and covering far more routes than most trekkers
could hope to contemplate, the work's main drawback as an all-purpose guide-book to
carry in one's sack is its somewhat bulky size and its weight.
Jo Polak

THE TREKKING PEAKS OF NEPAL
by Bill 0'Connor. Crowood Press, 1989, £14.95

For anyone intending to visit Nepal on a trekking expedition, this book is a must. It
is an excellent guide book to the area, with details of everything you need to know. Its
only fault is the quality of the black and white pictures, of which there are many. The
few colour prints are excellent, and would tempt anyone to the region
Annabelle Barker
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LIGHTWEIGHT EXPEDITIONS
by Rob Collister. Crowood Press, 1989, £12.95
Who are the intended readers of this expedition manual? Should someone be going
on an expedition if s/he needs to be told that a sleeping bag of down is lighter and less
bulky than one with another filling? The whole book is a hotch potch of bits of
information, mostly of the basic kind that should already be familiar to any
mountaineer who is experienced enough to even consider planning an expedition.
"Lightweight" is very much a relative term. Here it is used for any expedition
undertaken by a team of moderate size and at moderate cost, with the aim of climbing a
mountain. It is assumed that porters or other help will be used to reach base camp.
The section on applying for permission and the appendix of addresses are useful
(though likely to go out of date quickly). The odd snippet of good advice and some of
Collister's own good ideas and anecdotes relieve the tedium as do quotations from
other writers and extracts from previously published articles by the author. Yet again
there are check-lists for food and medicines and a "where to climb" list which is so
brief that a world atlas would provide more information.
This seems to me a pointless book. Is it the compulsory publication of the
professional mountaineer which will sell because of the author's well known name? It
provides an outlet for some of the author's photographs and allows him to preach a
little against litter and deforestation. Beyond that, a would be expeditioner would do
better to read a good basic manual on mountaineering and to browse through a few
good expedition books. Shipton said it all in the 1930's in his famous maxim that "the
first essential of efficiency in planning and carrying out (a lightweight expedition) is to
avoid taking any item of equipment not strictly necessary. On that basis, Lightweight
Expeditions is not worth taking off the bookshelf.
Sheila Cormack

THE CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN
by Reinhold Messner. Crowood Press, 1989, £16.95
It has to be acknowledged that the achievement described in this book is one of
supreme conquest of human will over human frailty. This account of Messncr's solo
ascent of Everest without the aid of oxygen goes beyond the normal description of a
mountaineering exploit into a philosophical analysis of self and self motivation to a
degree not usually indulged in by mountaineers.
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The book begins with a comprehensive history of the various attempts on Everest,
and then progresses to an enthralling description of the journey through Tibet. The
ascent was made from the Chinese side via the E. Rongbuk glacier and the N. Col and
in part via a new route on the N. Face.
Translation may be responsible for the rather stilted writing, which is in great
contrast to the humorous understatement we have come to expect of much
mountaineering literature. Nena, Messner's companion and support, writes a
revealing view of the attempt, and it is a pity that more recognition is not made of the
use of her diary, which forms a not inconsiderable part of the book.
The book is well illustrated with both colour and black and white photographs, and
will surely take its place in mountaineering literature as one of the great authoritative
accounts of the ascent of Everest.

Betty Whitehead

EVEREST, KANGSHUNG FACE
by Stephen Venables. Hodder & Stoughton, 1989, £14.95
Stephen Venables' first book, Painted Mountains, won the Boardman/Tasker prize
in 1986.1 failed to read this at the time, but his new book Everest, Kangshung Face, is
so good that I shall make a point of remedying this oversight as soon as possible.
This is the story of the 1988 four-man Everest expedition which, without oxygen,
forced a new route up the horrendous Kangshung Face to the South Col. Three
members of the expedition gained the Col, but only Steve Venables eventually reached
the summit, and the tale of his efforts, accompanied only by the helpful doppelganger
of an old man, makes riveting reading. Even more gripping, however, was the epic
descent. Without oxygen, with virtually no food, dehydrated, exhausted and
frostbitten, the three spent four days in the 'death zone' above 8000 metres, and had to
leave behind tents, sleeping bags and nearly all their gear, in spite of their initial
resolve to clear the mountain properly. All three climbers were separated on the
descent, but all three eventually reached safety.
Though Steve Venables' academic qualifications (a degree in English from
Oxford) might appear more of an obstacle than an advantage to a climber, the standard
of his writing attests that his time at university was not wasted. With the aid of a diary
kept throughout the expedition, the story is told with a wealth of fascinating detail,
revealing a depth of observation and a welcome degree of empathy with the land and its
people, and with the other members of the expedition. Some passages have a lyrical
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and evocative quality rare in mountaineering books. The historical background is
thoroughly researched and clearly and concisely set out, and the appendices are
generally interesting - the list of sponsors is particularly informative!
Finally, the photographs are superb. The credit for these is shared in the
acknowledgements, and the text names Ed Webster as the keenest photographer, but
the uncredited photos are all by Steve himself, and some of these are the best of all.

Sally Keir

ALL 8000M PEAKS
byReinholdMessner. Crowood Press, 1989, £19.95
With a large format, and matching price, this is a definite coffee-table book, but a
record of a remarkable achievement Each mountain is profiled, giving historical
highlights and geographical information, together with a coloured diagram of the route
climbed. Anecdotes and personal accounts are given by fellow climbers and Sherpas in
boxed insets. Beautiful photographs abound, mainly of peaks and Himalayan
landscapes, with a few showing the human side of mountaineering.
First impressions tend towards a catalogue of statistics and achievements. Closer
inspection, however, reveals the failures, the driving force behind Messner the man,
who, despite his critics, displays compassion and a deep philosophy of life.

Pamela Holt

IN BALANCE
by Peter Gillman. Hodder and Stoughton, 1989, £12.95
If, like me, you have come into mountaineering late in life, or only recently, Peter
Gillman's book could serve as a useful introduction to the milestones (cairns?)
marking the significant climbing events and developments of the last twenty years.
The book is a collection of his articles for a variety of newspapers representing his
twenty years in mountaineering journalism. It is divided into seven chapters of loosely
connected pieces covering big peaks, personalities, rock climbing, caving, mountain
safety, controversies, and some winter climbing. Within every chapter the articles are
in chronological order, which means that there is a degree of repetition when
characters and events are mentioned in different contexts. (A good thing if the details
are new to you, but tedious if not)
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I found the book difficult to get into at first because of some annoying features of
the journalistic style, the most exasperating of which I term the technique of inifmite
regression. (Remember those labels that had a picture of the label that had a picture of
the label that... ad infinitum?) Using this, Gillman launches into a stream of
associations, apparently determined to mention every past and present mountaineer,
their every personal detail, and every summit climbed, and every incident on the route
all in one article, until this reader found it very hard to see the wood for the trees. And I
was left too with the distinct impression that he was name-dropping.
The journalistic use of redundant, inane quotes irritated: "...Alex did not spend
time pondering his next move: "He liked to grab things and go." (Chris recalled)..."
And of course, being written for its newsworthiness, everything was the hardest, the
most outstanding, the fittest, the foremost - superlatives abounded, and were, of
course, predominantly British. The assumed audience too presumably dictated the
overwhelming impression he gives that women's relationship to mountaineering is as
worrying mother, supportive wife, or reluctant second.
Yet despite these annoyances I did become gripped with his accounts of the
preparations, the reconstructions of events from later interviews, and the suspense of
the uncertainties of weather, equipment, stamina and route that make mountaineering
the constant challenge that it is to me. I was especially captured by his tense
descriptions of Julie Tullis's ascent of K2, and the intrigue of Alex Pitcher's
disappearance in the caves around Grenoble.
I learned a lot from the book, and could value it as a source of 'potted' information
or stimulus to read more. If the irritations of journalese can be worked through, it's a
good book for us enthusiastic newcomers.
Fern Levy

WOMEN CLIMBING: 200 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT
by Bill Birkett and Bill Peascod. A&C Black, 1989, £12.95

This is the book which Bill Peascod discussed enthusiastically with me in 1984, at
which time I gathered it was almost ready for the publishers. Indeed, although Bill
Birkett has briefly updated it to 1987, it looks to me as though he had trouble finding a
publisher, also, that the publisher had cold feet. The subject matter deserves a
hard-back, and £ 12.95 is expensive for a paperback of 192 pages. Having said that, i t is
nicely produced, illustrated throughout, and we can't complain at the sight of Dorothy
Pilley and Jill Lawrence on the covers.
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The book takes leading women climbers from Britain, America, Europe, Japan and
Australia, and tells their story in a carefully researched, interesting way, linking it in
with the general climbing scene. Where possible the research has included personal
interviews and correspondence. I was especially pleased to learn a great deal more
about Junko Tabei than I had been able to glean from the British mountaineering press.
There are a few errors - almost inevitable in the first publication of such a detailed
work - and I was sorry when quotations from secondary sources were used. I regard
both Walt Unsworth and Cicely Williams with profound suspicion where climbing
histories are concerned, and the 'Easy day for a lady' device is totally threadbare. I was
also sorry that British women climbers of the '60s and '70s were dismissed 'with a few
notable exceptions' as demoralised seconds. These were the years when Brede Arkless
became a British Mountain Guide, Anne Littlejohn put up first ascents on Rhum,
others made first feminine ascents in the Alps and Dolomites, an elite led Extreme
climbs and a great many women, in the Pinnacle Club alone, led VS as a matter of
course. I grant that the climate (weather and social) may not have been so propitious as
elsewhere and that the present boost from international links is tremendously exciting,
but let us not forget that Australian women in the '60s and '70s learnt the sport from
British women climbers who went to live there.
These are minor grumbles. It was high time somebody wrote a book like this, and
Bill Birkett is to be congratulated on bringing the project to a successful conclusion.
Especially valuable is the wealth of new information provided by personal interviews.
There is a useful summary and reference section at the end of each chapter. It is a book
worth possessing and I hope a great many people buy it.
Shirley Angell

SNOW AND ICE CLIMBING
by John Barry. Crowood Press, 1987, £12.95
I don't believe that there has been a good informative book on snow and ice
climbing since Yvon Chouinard's Ice climbing: although this was printed only 12
years ago there have been many developments over the past decade. So does this book
fill this void?
I found the style a touch egocentric at times, but was interested enough in the
content to be able to ignore this. The narrative and the layout are clear and easy to
follow, and the text moves logically through various techniques, all of which are
covered thoroughly. I think, however, that step-cutting still merits more than an
anecdotal story. A bit more on the historical development of ice climbing would have
rounded this book off nicely.
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Despite these minor criticisms, I feel that the book is a good buy, both for the
beginner at the start of her climbing career and for the more experienced climber for
reference on specific aspects.
Chris Watkins

A MANUAL OF MODERN ROPE TECHNIQUES
byNigel Shepherd. Constable, 1990, £8.95

This book is excellent; within the first few pages I had already found something
new about knots I commonly use.
The basic knots are described first, with their limitations and dangers clearly
spelled out. Their applications are referenced to later sections with a summary list
following the knot instructions. I found this very useful; the directions could be
followed straight through, and the list is always there for quick reference.
The later sections show how the knots are applied in belaying and anchoring (on
rock and snow/ice), abseiling and ascending, moving together, glacier travel, crevasse
rescue, escaping from the system, and improvised harnesses.
The style is direct and concise, instructions are unambiguous, and where words
would be cumbersome, they are dispensed with and replaced by illustrations. These are
all photographs, sometimes in a series, and specially set up to show clearly the
relationships among parts of the system.
As I said, excellent but not perfect. Minor criticisms include insufficient contrast in
a few photos and referring to photo numbers which are not as easily found as page
numbers. More importantly, I'm not sure how suitable the book is for absolute
beginners -1 welcomed the conciseness as I have a basic experience (if not expertise!)
with ropework and could not read it with naive eyes.
I was very disappointed at the paucity of material on using the rope in running
belays - how to cut down drag etc. There was also only a minimum of information on
the correct and efficient placement of protection.
Perhaps Constable and Shepherd are saving that for a 'Manual of Modern
Protection and Runner Techniques' in a plastic-covered, handy-sized, companion
volume. I certainly hope so... place my order now!
Fern Levy
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MEDICAL HANDBOOK FOR MOUNTAINEERS
by Peter Steele. Constable, 1988, £8.95
There are many medical books available to those who venture into the mountains,
ranging from basic first aid to more detailed works aimed at the medical expert. This
book aims to offer something for everyone and to be as useful to a teacher leading a
party in the British hills as a young doctor in the Himalayas. I liked it. It is packed with
useful information, with some details printed in small text for reference, allowing it to
be skipped over in a crisis. It deals with many basic first aid techniques, eg
management of blisters, to much more specialised procedures, such as
cricothyrotomy, but very sensibly advises extreme caution where expertise in a
procedure is lacking.
The format is good, well set out and easy to follow. Steele starts with casualty
assessment, followed by a chapter on equipment and drugs. Inevitably all expedition
doctors will have their own favourite treatments which have been left out, but the book
is fairly comprehensive. The chapters are then grouped under the following headings:
"danger of immediate death", "serious conditions", "common ailments", "cold
injury", "high altitude", and "foreign travel".
My only quibble is with some of the diagrams. Improved labelling would make
some of them easier to follow, such as the airway block on p.48, and a whole page
devoted to the intramuscular injection site seems superfluous.
Obviously first aid cannot be learnt by reading a book alone. I would recommend
this one be read and used as a reference by any budding first aider along side their
practice in the field, and I would definitely recommend it be packed as part of any
expedition medical kit. It is pocket-sized, with strong plastic backing (like guidebooks
used to be before they became hard-backed monsters), and certainly value for money.
Rhona Lampard

WILD COUNTRY CAMPING
by Kevin Walker. Constable,1989, £8.95
As its title suggests, this book is for those who wish to camp far away from it a!!,
and carry their house on their backs. Obviously written by an experienced mountain
camper and teacher, the book gives comprehensive advice on all equipment for wild
camping. The author is much concerned with the design of equipment and its
suitability for the purpose intended. Reasons are explained for preference, but choice is
left to the individual.
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In addition to a comprehensive coverage of major equipment, suggestions for
preparation and trip planning, camp routine and even a list of "bits and pieces" are
included. The book gives information not found in its entirety in other publications,
although the appendices covering the legal position, country and mountain codes and
useful organisations are something of a repetition. Diagrams are clear, and black and
white photographs add interest.
Most experienced campers will find some gem of advice or tip to make their life
more comfortable in the wild places. If anything, the information given is, perhaps, a
little too impartial for the beginner, who may wish for more positive advice, and like
specific brand names listed.
A useful addition to a Duke of Edinburgh scheme library.
Jean Drwnmond

THE ALTERNATIVE GUIDE TO BRITISH ROCK CLIMBING
by GillFawcett. Unwin, 1988, £6.95
This book takes a look at the essentials, other than rock, that all climbers, to a
greater or lesser extent, need to make the most of the sport. Where to sleep, eat and
drink, and train if it rains.
Gill starts by explaining her philosophy about climbing in general. She feels that
climbing and climbers are becoming too serious, no longer the relaxed, fun-loving
people of old and hopes that her book will help to counteract this new "rock-athlete"
image. Each climbing area in Wales and England (Scotland is omitted) is then dealt
with individually. The type of climbing is described, sometimes at length, then follows
a list, with personal comments, on everything from pubs to chip shops, campsites to
weather information centres. Maps and drawings are liberally scattered throughout
The idea of a "wining and dining" climbers' guidebook appealed strongly to my
rounded approach to the sport, however, on closer reading I found it to have been spoilt
by Gill's attempts to expand it into an in-joke chat book. I am not sure which market
she was targetting but I feel that the book has clearly fallen between two stools. The
chat is so "in" that new or aspiring climbers would not understand it, whilst established
climbers know it already.
The details of pubs, cafes, and sleeping places seem well researched and include
useful comments, but even the illustrations, at first funny, become a little tedious in the
light of their repetitive nature.
In summary, a disappointing result based on an excellent idea, and too big to find a
place in my rucsack.
Pru Cartwright
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THE RIDICULOUS MOUNTAINS
by GJ.F. Dutton. Hodder, 1990, £6.95
This is a collection of anecdotal style short stories about the exploits of the
infamous Doctor and his two friends in the Scottish hills. Many of the stories were first
published in the SMC Journal. They provide light and humorous easy reading - even if
at times the circumstances may seem to be a little unlikely.
Recommended bedtime reading, but you may have to ration yourself to one story a
night.
Louise Dickie

ALPINE SKI-TOURING AND SKI MOUNTAINEERING
by Jeremy Whitehead. West Col, for the Ski Club of Great Britain, 1990, £10.95
There are many Pinnaclers who discovered the delights of ski touring many years
ago, and probably many more who can call themselves both mountaineers and skiers,
for whom the sport of ski mountaineering could provide enormous pleasure in years to
come.
Whether you are an old hand or a newcomer to ski touring, this book is packed full
of useful information. Ski touring, more than any other branch of mountaineering,
requires a huge range of skills and knowledge. Not every member of the party needs to
be equipped with all the experience, but the party as a whole really does need to ensure
that it has all the skills available when necessary. This book has 15 chapters covering
such topics as navigation (quite tricky on skis on a glacier in a white-out), avoiding
avalanche danger, avalanche rescue, glacier skiing, weather and snow conditions and
many other essential subjects.
It is in a condensed, small print, pocket-sized format, and it would not be a waste of
weight for every party to have one available. The author is a ski mountaineer of 30
years' experience, and all his knowledge has been put into this book. I sincerely
recommend it to all ski tourers.
Jay Turner
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ROCK-CLIMBING IN SNOWDONIA
by Paul Williams. Constable, 1990, £9.95

ROCK-CLIMBING IN SCOTLAND
by Kevin Howett. Constable, 1990, £9.95
Two books of selected climbs, with lots of familiar classics, plus some new ones
with E numbers. Given the size and price of area guides today, these two soft-back
books (the way guidebooks used to be) have a lot to commend them, not only to the
occasional visitor, but to people who don' t want to keep buying new editions and carry
heavy hardbacks around, especially when they are full of routes way beyond one's
grade. Both recommended.
Margaret Clennett
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